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EDITOR’S LETTER

e the change you seek . This
belief and value echoes deeply
throughout this 48th issue of The Snack
Magazine. The core of who we are as
an industry demands that we lead
by example, create opportunities
for increased fresh produce
consumption, and change
the narrative of the world we live in today.

The beauty of change is that it can
ripple forward into the future while also
providing opportunities to redefine the
past in ways that change the ideology of
multiple generations. As artists who have
built a platform to share the diverse voices
that firm up our fresh produce foundation,
we are here to help our friends evoke a
transformation that can change the way the world
collaborates with and values fresh produce. Stories are
the material of legacies, and the beauty of multifaceted
narratives shared across a diverse group is that you can
find the echo of your own story within the many layers we
have cultivated for you in our publication.
From Del Monte Fresh’s Hans Sauter and Dennis Christou,
who are being the change that they want to see in the world
around them, to Driscoll’s Soren Bjorn, who seeks out
challenges in order to find more impactful solutions, there
is no stopping the brilliant minds that grace this issue.
Taking her passion to the root of the finance problem
by growing our industry’s breadth and bounty is Robyn
O’Brien, Co-Founder and Director of Partnerships for
rePlant Capital. Developing land and gaining access to
the resources needed to bring a more sustainable future
to farmers and the consumer is at the top of the playbook
for this fresh produce advocate. Robyn’s story starts in a
place of trauma and redefines itself in the light of her own
evolution to impact the farming and food production space.
Like Robyn, Rainier Fruit’s Aran Urlacher is determined
to address the future of food, investing his passion in both

the semantics of sustainability and its potential for change.
Rainier Fruit is devoting its energy to sharpening the
cutting edge of regenerative ag and improving the soil itself
to revitalize one of Earth’s most precious resources.
With Jaime García of Kingdom Fresh Farms and John
Shuman of Shuman Farms also pushing the envelope
of what authenticity and innovation can mean as
assets and value propositions, there can only
be change—I dare say, a revolution in food
on the horizon.
April is rich with voices from all sides
of the industry and, depending on who
you ask, the month of April itself is home
to transitions and showers, flowers and
growth, and maybe even a few fools.
Here at The Snack Magazine, we see April as all
of those things and a period of deep change and
recommitment to all that we are and all that we pledge
to you, our readers. Fools, you ask? Fools in love with the
amazing industry whose stories we tell. Between mythical
April rains that bring on invigorating germination after
periods of dormancy, the inherent evolution that comes for
many people as the seasons change, as the sleepy winter
of the Northern Hemisphere slowly shakes loose its hold—
there are also stories planted and their essences grown.
We hope you find your own story here in this issue and a
voice that can help you find your own.

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack Magazine

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento CA 95811
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FEATURES
DEL MONTE FRESH

BECOMING THE CHANGE
Few have the resources and strategic prowess
for something as grand as changing the world.
Hans Sauter, Chief Sustainability Officer, and
Dennis Christou, Vice President of Marketing, tell
The Snack how this powerhouse isn’t just talking about
a world takeover, it is already succeeding…

26
VIVA FRESH

82
32

39
RAINIER FRUIT

KINGDOM FRESH FARMS

THE SOUL OF THE SOIL

LIVIN’ LA VIDA TEXAS

A FRESH CRUSADE

Walmart, H-E-B, Fresh Point, United
Supermarkets, and more bring their best
to this popular and dynamic trade show.
The schedule will amaze, as will the
attendee value as we look to a show that
has changed the scene for Texas, Mexico,
and the buying community…

General Manager Jaime García reveals
how the grower revolutionized the
snacking tomato category in a time when
state-of-the-art tech in this key growing
region was only just beginning…

“Sustainability” is a word that gets used
a lot, but what should be on people’s lips
is “regenerative.” We dig deep with Aran
Urlacher, Regional Farm Manager, as
he tells us why regenerative agriculture
takes the industry beyond sustainability…

55

92

47
SHUMAN FARMS

PUTTING THE WE IN SWEET

As President and CEO of a category
colossus and sweet onion stalwart, John
Shuman has earned his standing as
a trusted industry voice. But how is
he extending that trust to the endconsumer? With a recently revamped
brand in hand, we asked him this and
more in our Q&A…
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DRISCOLL’S

SQUARING UP TO FOODSERVICE

In an industry with ever-changing
demands, how are operators on the
supply-side keeping pace? Soren Bjorn,
President of the Americas, details how
Driscoll’s is squaring up to foodservice in
this exclusive…

REPLANT CAPITAL

SPARKING THE SEED

As Co-Founder and Director of
Partnerships for an organization seeking
to bring more opportunities to organic
farmers and more, Robyn O’Brien is
breaking down barriers and fueling
produce passion…

President & CEO
ROBERT LAMBERT
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
Superfresh Kids™
Apple Bags

CLOSE

By Jordan Okumura

E

veryone loves a good
superhero. When that masked
and caped crusader is a fresh,
crisp, and dynamic piece of fruit,
you know you’ve got the power of
produce set up for success in the
grocery aisle. Superfresh Growers®
is combining its excellence in the
apple category and an eye for
innovative packaging with the
launch of Superfresh Kids™ bags
for little hands and big consumer
baskets.
Promoting a family-friendly dollar
ring at the register and fun graphics
showcased on the packaging,
retailers’ interest is already piqued
as the new launch readies for market.

Apple cultivars range from Fuji and
Honeycrisp to Gala and Granny
Smith, highlighted by varietyspecific games that engage and
educate. The aesthetics create
shelf-uniformity and drive home
the messaging that the produce
department is where flavor, health,
and ingenuity meet.
The 2-lb pouch bags carry enough
for a whole family to snack on but
contain fruit small enough for little
hands to grasp and share. Apples
drive sales year-round for fresh
produce, and opportunities for
cross-merchandising with other kidfriendly grocery items can only press
further growth.
If apples could dress for success,
this packaging would be the talk of
the superheroes in town!
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Think Mango. Think Avocado.

Freskaproduce.com | 805-650-1040

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Kingdom Fresh Farms Roma
Tomatoes and Cucumbers

?

{ what the fork }

SHRIMP CEVICHE
I NG R E DI E N T S
1 cup Kingdom Fresh Farms Roma
tomatoes, seeded, and diced
¾ cup Kingdom Fresh Farms
cucumbers, peeled, seeded, and diced
1.5 lbs of cooked shrimp, peeled, and
chopped into ½" pieces
½ cup red onion, diced
1 serrano chili pepper, seeded and
minced
¾ cup cilantro leaves, finely chopped
½ cup lime juice
¼ cup lemon juice
⅓ cup orange juice
1 avocado peeled, pitted, and diced
Salt, to taste
Prep Time: 15 min
Chill Time: 30 min to 8 hrs
Servings: 4-6
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DI R E C T ION S

1
2
3
4

Place shrimp, red onion, tomato, cucumber, serrano chili pepper, and cilantro
in a bowl.
Pour lime, lemon, and orange juice in bowl and mix. Cover the mix and
refrigerate for at least 30 minutes or up to 8 hours.
Add avocado and salt to taste.
Serve chilled. Use tortilla chips for serving.

To learn more about Kingdom Fresh Farms, visit www.kingdomfresh.com

TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCE ASSOCIATION
Presidents of Produce/Floral, Produce
Directors, buyers, and specialists to
merchandisers and category managers,
as well as foodservice operators,
distributors, and produce brokers.
From the very start, the Viva Fresh
team knew they were up against a
behemoth of trade show competitors.
The magic was in the diverse group that
came together, from regional locals like
J&D Produce to industry thought- and
creative-drivers like FullTilt Marketing.

By Jordan Okumura

W

hen it comes to a trade show like the 2020 Viva Fresh Expo, it feels like a
game of “hurry up and wait” in all the best possible ways. As soon as the
essential event wrapped last year in San Antonio, Texas, the countdown
began for the next one. With the planning underway, feedback abuzz, and forwardthinking dialogue much closer than the 2020 horizon, that wait is finally over.

It is easy to see why an occasion like Viva Fresh not only hits the mark but defines a
new level and standard of engagement. The event, hosted and created by the Texas
International Produce Association (TIPA), breeds innovation and sparks a rare energy
that is both creative and abundant. Even a year later, that energy is palpable. And,
thank our lucky stars, the 2020 event vision is materializing as I write.

Dante
Galeazzi

CEO and President,
TIPA

“A regional show with an intimate feel that is incredibly focused
on networking and adding value to the fresh produce industry—
what else can we say about Viva Fresh that hasn’t been said
before? Well, for starters, in year six, we’re still finding ways
to bring real and impactful information to attendees,” Dante
Galeazzi, CEO and President of TIPA, shares with me. “We are
back for 2020 with an even more progressive and value-driven
program than ever before.”

The Viva Fresh Expo was created to highlight the importance
of the Rio Grande Valley as an emerging trade corridor and
production zone for both buying formats and the end consumer. Since its inception,
Viva Fresh has catered to sold-out crowds and exponentially increased buyer
attendance. If you have ever had any qualms about attending, this show is for everyone
and caters to the entire supply- and buy-side, from supermarket retailers, Vice

“From the very first
regional tradeshows,
our industry
proved there was
an appetite to get
closer to regional
growing areas
Heidi
and do more
McIntyre
personalized
Managing Partner,
networking with
FullTilt Marketing
the suppliers who
lead those growing areas. It comes as no
surprise that the Viva Fresh Expo found
success, but what is so unique is its clear
mission on health and wellness and focus
on food and hospitality that has made it
a must-attend industry event while also
shining a light on the importance of the
Rio Grande Valley as a leading trade
corridor and production zone,” Heidi
McIntyre, Managing Partner, FullTilt
Marketing, expresses. “We are proud
to work with the TIPA leadership, Viva
committees, and our FullTilt Marketing
team to execute a winning combination
of networking, hospitality, education,
and business opportunities that has
made Viva Fresh not only grow but also
reach sell-out capacity year over year.”

Joseph
Bunting

Produce
Director, United
Supermarkets

Joseph Bunting,
Produce Director
for United
Supermarkets,
has been a huge
supporter over
the years and as
someone on the
front lines of the
retail battle, he sees
the impact of the
show on multiple
levels.

“I look forward to attending the 2020
Viva Fresh show again this year. This
show has proven to be very effective in
helping us make the right connections
with local Texas and Southwestern

growers as well as growers in Mexico,”
Joseph reflects. “I look forward to the
opportunities this year’s show will bring
to keep our business moving in the right
direction.”
Without a doubt, Viva Fresh is a show
put on by industry members who think
differently—and this approach is what
counts. Simply put, there is no need
to think outside the box for the TIPA
team, because they have never confined
themselves to such restraint. No box. But
that does not mean the demand to stay
on their toes is any less pressing.
The numbers alone for this year’s show
are enough to have rival expos noting
its success. The sold-out exhibitor space
of 169 companies filled up in the blink
of an eye, with attendee and exhibitor
growth year over year—showing that a
dream can be measured. Retailer and
foodservice attendance has grown by 224
percent since the expo launched in 2015,
with 376 retail/foodservice attendees
in 2019. And the team is on track to
increase this number in 2020.
As for exhibitors, the goal is to maintain
a more intimate environment to
facilitate networking and connections.
The majority of exhibitors are based
in Texas, Mexico, and the surrounding
southwestern states, making this a true
regional expo. Among those growing
areas also represented by the show in
the Southwest Region—New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana,
are finding their places at the table. Next
year in 2021, the expo will be moving
to Dallas, Texas, at the Gaylord Texan
Resort.

The four willing industry participants include Tommy Wilkins, Grow Farms Texas;
Ed Bertaud, IFCO; Jed Murray, Tenaza Organics; and Michelle Cortez, Empacadora
GAB – Mr. Lucky. The results have been momentous, but you will have to wait until
the show to see the final numbers and hear the breathtaking journeys of these folks.
Till then, a long drumroll, please…
“Today, we can look at the success of the Clean Eating Challenge. We all ‘know’ we
should be eating more fruits and vegetables, but how many of us are true consumers
of what we sell? This year’s show took the idea of eating fresh fruits and veggies to the
next level by putting some of our own industry pros on a path to change their eating
habits, and the results have been incredible,” Dante reflects.
Craig Slate, CEO and President of SunFed, echoes how this Viva challenge is a
testament to the thought-provoking nature and vision of Viva Fresh.
“We are all optimistic about the future for Viva, and we do
all that we can to be different, informative, and find ways to
grow consumption. Look for this year to be no different with
the introduction of the Clean Eating Challenge. It is a perfect
example of living our mission of consuming more fresh produce
so consumers can see we practice what we preach,” he says.
And to think, the Clean Eating Challenge took place far before
the event even arrived. As we mark our calendars and build our
daily Viva Fresh schedules, there are even more insights to glean
and opportunities to take advantage of.

Craig Slate

CEO and President,
SunFed

Flavor, energy, and dynamic conversations marked a successful 2019 event

For 2020, the team strategized a way
to bring value for the entire year in the
lead up to the show taking place in San
Antonio, Texas, this April 30 through
May 2. TIPA and Dr. Ian Smith—a
physician, best-selling author, and TV
personality—assembled a group of four
produce industry professionals to take
on the new Clean Eating Challenge and
create changes in their diets in an effort
to become healthier. Using produce from
the Tex-Mex region and guidelines and
support from Dr. Smith and the TIPA
team, the participants lost more than
100 pounds combined, and the challenge
has become a lifestyle commitment they
can carry past the ribbon-cutting at this
year’s show.
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As Mark Sanders, Manager of Strategic Purchasing, Fresh Point,
shares, the benefits across the Viva Fresh platform are endless
and the horizon is more than promising.
“The Viva Fresh Expo is a great venue! It allows us to network by
meeting new suppliers and connecting with our existing suppliers
with the focus on products from Mexico and Texas,” Mark tells
Mark Sanders me. “As the production and availability of items increases, Viva
Manager of Strategic
Fresh continues to be one of the most valued expos. Dante and
Purchasing,
the team have done a great job making Viva Fresh better every
Fresh Point
year!”
Wes Holcomb, Corporate Director of Produce and Dairy, Ben
E. Keith Foods, also revels in the opportunities that Viva
Fresh’s annual expo provides.
“Viva Fresh is one of my very favorite shows, and the unique
position it holds in our industry keeps me coming back year
after year. The regional nature of the event is a big draw along
with the relevant educational sessions and many networking
opportunities. I consider it a huge value for anyone looking
to strengthen relationships with current grower partners or
cultivate new connections,” Wes shares.

And the geography of the grower
demographic doubles in value with the
geography of Viva Fresh’s daily events—
all tailored to the intimate ratio of buyers
and suppliers that seek insights from the
seed to the table.
Wes Holcomb

Corporate Director of
Produce and Dairy,
Ben E. Keith Foods

Jimmy Bassetti, President of J&D Produce and former Chairman
of the Texas International Produce Association, was a founding
member of Viva Fresh and has seen the expo evolve since its
inception. Jimmy looks back on where the expo has been as much
as he looks forward. Afterall, perspective is everything.
Jimmy
Bassetti

President, J&D
Produce

“Each and every year, I am astounded by how Viva Fresh
continues to exceed our expectations. Seeing the continued rise in
attendance from the retail, wholesale, and foodservice sector, it’s
clear that Viva Fresh is delivering value to our attendees,” Jimmy

“We all ‘know’
we should be
eating more
fruits and
vegetables,
but how many
of us are true
consumers of
what we sell?”
Dante L. Galeazzi

CEO and President, Texas
International Produce Association
Top: Rich and authentic regional food made a
splash in 2019
Middle: The range and depth of the area’s
produce items brings differentiation to
retailers
Bottom: Patrick Bain with Robinson Fresh, JC
Myers with Fresh Alliance, and Brett Burdsal
with Dayka & Hackett celebrate the Tex-Mex
region’s prowess over show festivities
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reflects. “Our message of improving
health and wellness through the
increased consumption of fresh fruits
and vegetables resonates with people
because our industry makes the world
a better place, and food brings people
together. I’m also really proud of how
Viva Fresh has continued to sharpen
our focus on the Tex-Mex regional
experience, it truly represents our
geography.”

Kicking off the first day of the show
on Thursday, April 30, is TIPA’s
In Bloom gathering. This new
regional organization for women
in the association provides growth
opportunities all year, culminating at
the annual Viva Fresh Expo. As our
industry grows more diverse, so will
the conversations and challenges, and
an organization like In Bloom creates
a space for the kind of relationshipbuilding and experiences that our
industry desires.
“The In Bloom
committee is
incredibly excited
to host our firstever Viva Fresh
Women’s Brunch.
This event has
April
been in the works
FLowers
for a year now, and Marketing Manager,
it’s shaping up to
Lone Star Citrus
Growers
be so much more
than a typical
brunch,” April Flowers, Chairwoman
for In Bloom and Marketing Manager
for Lone Star Citrus Growers, shares
with me. “Our goal is to provide a fun
and interactive event that ensures the
women attending make meaningful
connections. During the event,
participants will be introduced in a
unique way to a few notable women from
the Texas/International produce region
who are leading the way for women in
our industry. I think every attending
woman will be able to identify with these
pacesetters. We’ll also have a photo
booth, mimosa and Bloody Mary bars,
and plenty of giveaways, so make plans
with your female colleagues to attend!”

Day one of the three-day event will also
offer a golf tournament to be rivaled and
will be hosted at the JW Marriott Hill
Country Resort’s prestigious TPC Golf
Club. Awards will follow at the 19th
Hole Celebration along with a reception
to catch the sunset and converse the
night away with good friends.
Friday, May 1, will convene with a day
of workshops and energetic dialogue
around the key issues and topics that are
impacting the fresh produce trade and
dynamic today. These sessions include
What does the science say about plant-based
diets, and where should produce fit? as well
as Seasonality: What is it? What does it mean
for U.S. and M.X. suppliers, retailers, and
consumers?
Dr. Smith will then reveal the final
Clean Eating Challenge results during
the Keynote Luncheon on Friday, May
1, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The
Challenge participants will join him on
stage to share their experiences—and we
can barely contain ourselves.
After lunch, Viva Fresh is introducing
new Specialty Product Mini-Immersion
Sessions, which will touch on some of the
biggest and most beneficial categories
coming out of the Tex-Mex corridor,
including You don’t know jack…about
jackfruit and Are you hip to jicama? as well as
Focus on Flavor – Mangos, and additional
mini-marvels, including a take on
papayas and guavas and the burgeoning
category of herbs. The evening will kick
off with an Aggies for Fresh reception to
tease the Sponsors’ VIP reception, with
Welcome Reception festivities to come
on the second day.
May 2 is all about the hustle and bustle
of the show floor, with the day beginning
with Buyer Speed-Meeting sessions and a
Food Sensory Pop-Up Demo before the
energy is unleashed to the benefit of 169
exhibitor booths and a venue bringing
more than 2,300 people together for
an intimate and progressive day of new
products, innovations, platforms, and
more.
“The evolution of Viva Fresh and TIPA
over the last five years has been amazing
to watch. It’s been a blast to be part of
the founding squad! Looking back on
the journey, it’s crazy to think of where
it all began and what it represents now
to the industry. Before Viva, it was the
Texas Produce Association without the

Viva Fresh brings the most elite in buying together with the Texas and Mexico
supply chain to elevate the game for the retail and foodservice space

‘international’ component and a small show at South Padre Island, Texas, in August,”
Craig shares with me. “A handful of board members came together to find a way to
expand our reach and showcase the importance of Texas to the fresh produce industry.
We realized then that Texas was not only a key growing state but a gateway to fresh
produce from all over the world. Therefore, the inclusion of ‘international’ was an
important element to our success.”
Craig adds that TPA became TIPA, and the team skipped 2014 without a show, and in
2015 Viva Fresh was born.
“We had no idea what to expect and truly were rolling the dice on whether we could
create a show that would resonate with the industry and make a difference. The real
key to the success of the show has been an active board made up of very passionate
individuals. We don’t always agree on everything, but one common goal and belief we
have is that increasing consumption of fresh produce is a noble endeavor,” he continues.
“Honestly, being a part of the TIPA board and Viva Fresh Steering Committee are
highlights of my career because the individuals I’ve served with over the years are
some of the hardest working, passionate, dedicated, committed folks I’ve ever worked
with. I’m humbled and honored to serve.”
Mimmo Franzone, Director of Produce and Floral, Longo
Brothers Fruit Markets, shares with me that the Viva Fresh
Produce Expo is consistently the most productive trade show he
attends from a business perspective.

Mimmo
Franzone

Director of Produce
and Floral, Longo
Brothers Fruit
Markets

“The opportunity to make connections with growers and shippers
in Texas, Mexico, and the surrounding region is priceless. It’s the
best event to ensure access to high-quality fresh produce yearround,” Mimmo touts.
That buzz in the air. Do you feel it? It is like a calm before the
storm. Now, let the fresh produce games begin! San Antoniostyle!
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» The IF List «

Jim DiMenna
President, Red Sun Farms

I

With Chandler James

f nothing else, Jim DiMenna, President of Red Sun Farms, is true to
himself. Between a dedication to greenhouse growing, a love for fine
wine, and an aptitude for procuring knowledge, this industry veteran
has his cake and eats it, too. But, in an alternate reality, here are a few IFs
that he just might indulge…

IF you could have been born in another
century or decade, which would it be
and why?

If I could alter time, I would enjoy being 20
years younger. The greenhouse business is
just now getting a lot of traction and having
20 more years to be a part of it would be
exciting for me.

IF you had to choose now, what would
your last meal consist of?

I would have a chef’s collection tomato blend
with feta cheese and Greek dressing, an
Anthony’s pizza with spicy oil, and a Bevan
Cabernet glass of red wine.

IF you could have any actor play you in
a movie, who would it be?
Marlon Brando.

IF you could imagine yourself in a
different industry, what would it be?

A winemaker and vineyard owner in Napa
Valley, California—crafting a 100-point
Cabernet Sauvignon and knowing how to
accomplish that treasure would be a dream
beyond imagination.

IF you could have dinner with anyone,
dead or alive, who would it be?

Robert Mondavi—to hear how he
decided to immigrate to the United
States from Italy and his
dreams and inspirations
of becoming a global
legend in the wine
industry.

IF you were stranded on a desert island,
what three items would you bring?

A corkscrew, a case of my best wine, and a
bathing suit.

IF you could redo one moment or
event in your life, which one would you
choose and why?

The chance to say goodbye to my father
before he passed away.

IF you wrote an autobiography, what
would be the title?

Where We Started and Where We Are Now:
The Life and Times of a Vegetable Seller from
Childhood to Adulthood.

IF you could make everyone watch a
movie of your choosing, which movie
would you want them to see?

Lady Sings the Blues: The Billie Holiday story
with Diana Ross and Billy D. Williams. It
features amazing blues music and is a truelife story that is very impactful.

IF you could re-experience an awesome
day in your life, what day would you
choose?
I would choose the first day of the rest of my
life.

IF you had a superpower, what would
you want it to be?
Knowledge—to have the right answer to
every question I was asked.
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KINGDOM FRESH FARMS

A FRESH

CRUSADE
By Anne Allen

he year 2002 does not immediately conjure images
of innovation. For me, it revitalizes memories of
platform flip flops and velour tracksuits—trends I
thankfully managed to avoid. But remiss from my memory
bank were those forward-thinking companies on track
to change the face of fresh produce. For in the midst of a
year seemingly light years away from where the industry is
now, Kingdom Fresh Farms was carving out a space as a
greenhouse visionary, cementing itself as an ahead-of-its-time
company with innovations built to last.
Founded in 2002, the company would not yet see its General
Manager, Jaime García, arrive for another seven years, when the
Jaime García,
General Manager,
Kingdom Fresh Farms

“We’re exploring new
products, areas, and
commodities. You
might be surprised to
hear that next year
we have colored bell
peppers or zucchini
and yellow squash.”
Jaime García,
General Manager, Kingdom Fresh Farms

fresh college graduate first stepped onto the produce scene.
As he rose through the ranks to his current position, he
simultaneously watched Kingdom Fresh rise in produce fame.
“Kingdom Fresh started with a background in both harvesting
and retail. We partnered with experts from Spain who
have the know-how of growing with hydroponic methods in
greenhouses,” Jaime explains to me as he sets the scene. “We
are pioneers to our region, as we were the first to implement
these methods in Torreón, Mexico. Together, with the
knowledge about retail from our shareholders in Mexico, we
are now able to execute a perfect combination of growing and
targeting specific customers.”

greenhouse tomatoes, it experienced a few challenges on the
growing side—particularly in learning how to grow tomatoes
in the desert climate of Torreón. As it acclimated, Kingdom
Fresh too leaned toward tomato varieties that adapted well to
the climate, selecting round tomatoes, Roma tomatoes, and
grape tomatoes to lead its program.
Now, Kingdom Fresh has 320 acres in Torreón and 100 acres
in Puebla, Mexico, which enables the grower to support yearround production.
“We have the infrastructure already set, and we’re looking to
expand to different lines of production,” Jaime says, noting
that Kingdom Fresh recently acquired land on its Puebla
farm, which opens up room for additional expansion. “Our
growth is going to be very focused in that region. It could
be more tomatoes, or we could mix it up a little bit and add
more veggies. We’re exploring new products, areas, and
commodities. You might be surprised to hear that next year we
have colored bell peppers or zucchini and yellow squash.”
Jaime’s assurance of constant innovation is not surprising,
given that Kingdom Fresh recently slated a new sweet mini
pepper program to hit retail shelves. It also started its first
crop of cucumbers in 2018, a trial that proved so successful,
Kingdom Fresh tripled the acreage.
Two years prior, however, Kingdom Fresh was gearing up for
another trial: offering promotable volumes of organic tomatoes.
After producing organic grape tomatoes and organic Roma
tomatoes for three years, the time had come to throw its hat
into the organic ring. As year-round production on both grape
and Roma rolled out, Kingdom Fresh noted which trends were
catapulting the tomato category to successful heights.
“We see more demand for snacking tomatoes and Roma
tomatoes. These are the two motors taking the tomato
category to the next level,” Jaime states. “The round tomato
demand is more focused on foodservice right now. The

As it has worked to become the best partner possible for
buyers across North America, Kingdom Fresh dialed into
hydroponics—a method of growing plants without soil—as a
way of constantly ensuring high-quality products.
“We have always grown our products using a protective
agriculture method. It’s a better way of controlling the
crop by making any changes that you may need due to
Mother Nature, which translates into changes that
will help you produce stronger and healthier plants
for better yields. If you go into the soil, well,
you have lots of risks. Water retention,
nutrients, quality of the soil— all
of this plays a factor into
forecasting yields. With
this in mind, we stuck
with hydroponics
from day one,” Jaime
remarks.
As the company
settled into producing
Kingdom Fresh Farms offers year-round
production on its Roma tomato program
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“It’s not just about planting tomatoes
and trying to get the best yields and
the best profit. Sustainability is about
the entire concept of running the
company and the farm in a way that
we can keep growing in the future.”
evolution of tomatoes is moving toward better flavor, higher
brix levels, and sustainable and recyclable packaging.”
All of which, I might shamelessly add, is offered by Kingdom
Fresh.
But it’s not just the pull of expansion, new programs, and
organics—although I flock to these words like Emily
Dickinson’s “Debauchee of Dew”—that makes the Kingdom
Fresh story come to life for me. No, the pull stems from a
company that has been living and breathing sustainability
since its inception. (Dickinson herself, I have no doubt, would
be likely to write a poem about Kingdom Fresh’s efforts.)
“We have to take care of Mother Nature,” Jaime insists. “In
2018, we set up the fifth phase of installing solar panels in our
farms, and now 90 percent of the energy needed for running
the packinghouse and the headquarter offices comes from
solar. We also recollect the water we use in our hydroponics
bags, which helps us maintain the erosion of the soil.”
For Jaime, the concept of sustainability is as simple to him as
breathing.
“It’s not just about planting tomatoes and trying to get the best
yields and the best profit. Sustainability is about the entire
concept of running the company and the farm in a way that
we can keep growing in the future. If you use all the resources
you have without sending something back to the spaces where
you’re located, then that land becomes unusable in the future.
Those communities around you would not be able to sustain
themselves because the farm will not be able to sustain itself,”
Jaime reflects.
Despite having clocked only ten years with the industry, Jaime
left me with a profound sense of wisdom beyond his years. A
year shouldn’t dictate how you—or your company—chase
after innovation. If anything, it should spur you to tackle
challenges, learn new aspects of the industry, and, to harken
back to the early 2000s, be hella good.
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Kingdom Fresh Farms is dedicated to sustainable practices to
better support the communities it serves

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Change
HAPPENS
By The Snack Editorial Contributor Rex Lawrence
Founder and President, Joe Produce Search

he only constant is change.” I wish I had a
dollar for every time I’ve said or heard that
in my 33 years of working in produce. I think
it’s applicable to many, if not all, areas of life.
And, as we all know, technology has brought changes
to our lives more rapidly. Heck, I remember thinking my
new iPhone 6 was pretty cool—now, my family tells me
to get rid of this relic and upgrade.
But it still works, and I paid a small fortune for this little
thing that fits in my pocket! It sure is good for Apple
and my 401K though.
So, where am I going with all this? Change happens,
whether we like it or not.
The last couple of years in the produce business have
brought about some massive changes, certainly with
technology, but also with companies’ ownership. Many
produce businesses have been family-owned and
operated for years. Many of the folks who have been
at the helms of these businesses are retiring or dying.
That—combined with the fact this business is becoming
bigger, more expensive, more complex, capital intensive,
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and, in some peoples’ opinions, less fun—is driving
merger and acquisition (M&A) activity like never before.
Now, many from the younger generations don’t want
to be in the produce business. They’d rather take their
chips off the table and pursue their own dreams, and
I can’t say that I blame them…sometimes. If my heart
wasn’t in it, I can’t imagine how much more challenging
this business would be every day, especially if I knew
that there was a potentially lucrative exit for me.
But, what about the rest of us “worker bees” who enjoy
our jobs (most of the time) and the companies where
we have dedicated years, even decades? What do we
do when our employer is selling—or has sold?
As executive search consultants, aka recruiters, we find
ourselves talking with candidates all the time about
these types of seismic shifts within their employment.
And, contrary to what you might assume from a
company that benefits from matching candidates and
employers, more often than not, I suggest NOT making
a decision to leave too quickly.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

When faced with a significant change at your place of
employment, here are a number of steps you can take:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9

Go with the flow. Be open to change
Listen, pay attention, seek first to understand
Prepare a great resume—you should have one anyway.
Even if you don’t use it now, it’s wise to be prepared
Look for opportunities because, most likely, there will
be others around you who “jump ship” quickly and
create opportunities for those who stick around
Manage your perspective. In big shifts, such as M&A
and/or new leadership, there will be change.You have
the power to decide if that change, in and of itself,
is not bad and that you may actually like the new
company and culture
Be a force of support and positivity within the new
environment or, at the very least, be quiet instead of
negative
Ready. Aim. Shoot. In that order. Don’t move too fast
in any big directions—take it slow and see how this all
plays out

Quit the “old” company in your head, and join the
8 “new”
company the next day. If you really did quit,

you’d have to learn a whole new company, culture,
politics, etc. all over again anyway

10

Focus on your own improvement and growth. Shortterm, this whole new situation may be a bit confusing
or frustrating, but it could be the best opportunity for
learning that you’ve had in your career to date
Plan your work and work your plan, regardless if you
stay or go. A plan will require a target, objectives,
mission, criteria, and more, and you should always
have one

Change may be good or bad or neither. Sometimes it’s
just different. Control what you can, starting with your
perspective and then your actions. Look beyond what is
right in front of you to try and see what may be ahead,
and how that could fit your future to benefit you.
We do have choices, and our number-one choice is our
response. Our perspectives and actions toward—or
away from—changes are something we can control.
Think opportunistically and positively, and enjoy the
journey!

Joe Produce Search (JPS) is the
Executive Search division of Joe
Produce®. Joe Produce Search
is comprised of experienced
search consultants and produce
professionals. Our placements
range from middle management
to C-level positions, throughout
Rex Lawrence
North America, covering a
Founder and President
wide range of produce and
Joe Produce Search℠
produce-related businesses.
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RAINIER FRUIT

Soul
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A Q& A WITH AR AN U RL ACH ER

A

By Lilian Diep

t first, I didn’t know what fully went into regenerative
agriculture. However, after having talked with Aran
Urlacher, Regional Farm Manager for Rainier Fruit, I
now have a pretty strong belief that the soil is one of
the most important parts of the produce-growing process.

Sustainability is an idea, practice, and lifestyle that’s
continuing to gain traction and popularity. For companies
looking to build business with the modern consumer,
implementing sustainability practices is a move that is best
to follow. Retailers, too, are looking to companies to help
them create more sustainable programs that address the
needs of those consumers in addition to their own goals.
But, what if this isn’t enough? What if we as an industry have
to think bigger? Or perhaps, granular—like the soil. This is
where regenerative agriculture comes in.
According to Aran, the soil is a space that goes beyond the
concept of sustainability. In order for nutritious and healthy
produce to grow, the soil itself has to become more tenable.
After speaking with Aran, someone who’s passionate about
reviving and rejuvenating the earth, I now believe the best
produce comes from the soil with the least amount of
negative human impacts.
Aran grew up on an apple farm with his father and
grandfather, elbows deep in the dirt. Just as he was
fascinated with the rich complexities and simple power soil
provides, I now am, too. Through Aran’s eyes, I see just how
important soil is to producing nutritious produce, as well as
reaffirming my goal to sustaining, nay, regenerating Mother
Earth.
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Lilian Diep
LILIAN DIEP: TO
GET THIS STARTED,
ARAN, HOW DO YOU
DEFINE AND ENVISION
SUSTAINABILITY AND
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE?
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO
THE COMPANY AND TO THE
CONSUMER?
Aran Urlacher: When people

“If we have the
healthiest soil,
we’ll have the
healthiest trees,
the healthiest
fruit, and
the healthiest
humans.”
Aran Urlacher

R EG I O N A L FA R M M A N AG ER
RAINIER FRUIT

pick up a pen and draw a quick
sketch of their favorite plant, most
people don’t draw the roots. Since
we can’t see them, we tend to forget
about them when really, they’re the
most important part.

We look at regenerative agriculture
as taking care of the soil. The soil is
truly where nutrition begins. If we
have the healthiest soil, we’ll have
the healthiest trees, the healthiest
fruit, and the healthiest humans.
Sustainability is a word that gets
thrown around a lot and, to be frank,
I don’t like it. To me, sustainable
means maintaining the current
status quo, and I believe we can
do much better. Regenerative is a
much more precise word for what
we do at Rainier Fruit, because, at
the heart, we’re regenerating the
nutrients in the soil.

Rainier Fruit has been making
great strides to improve the
nutrients in its soil
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LD: AS A GROWER,
WHAT DOES YOUR
EXPERIENCE WITH
REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE LOOK LIKE ON
A DAY-TO-DAY LEVEL?
AU: About five years ago, the

status quo was to have a strip of
pure dirt under the orchard trees
with nothing growing in it. I could
never find any worms in that dirt,
which concerned me. So, we put
some wood bark mulch out there.
Within a couple of months, we
could see life coming back into the
soil—little earwigs, roly-polies, and
soon earthworms. Not only did
it make the soil healthier, it also
made it easier to work by helping
it hold moisture and stay more
aerated. From there, we evaluated
the quantity and type of inputs we
used and began making progressive
changes. Immediately, we saw new
life begin to flourish in the soil.
We know now that better soil leads
to more nutritious and bettertasting fruit. The fruit also stores
longer and has less disease because
it’s been given the full spectrum of
nutrients that it needs.

LD: WHAT WOULD
YOU SAY ARE THE KEY
TENETS AND CORE
BELIEFS THAT HELP
RAINIER FRUIT EXECUTE
ON ITS VISION FOR
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE?
AU: Our goal as a company has

always been to provide customers
with the most nutritious, delicious,
and nutrient-dense fruit we can.
Rainier wants to give them the
best nutritional bang for their
buck. We’ve always held that goal,
but incorporating regenerative
agriculture checks all the boxes.

All fruit is not equal. There can be a
great deal of variation in nutritional
content and flavor between two
apples, all based on how they were
grown. People are just beginning
to understand the important role
that gut health can play in our
bodies—all the millions of strains of
bacteria performing a role in our gut
microbiome have a profound impact
on our overall health. We think of
soil as nature’s gut.

The whole idea behind regenerative
agriculture is to take a wholistic
approach. There’s a symbiotic
relationship between the
microbiome in the soil and the
tree. We think of the microbiome
as a community—bacteria,
microorganisms, nematodes,
fungi, and more all interacting
symbiotically with one another. We
work to build up that microbiome to
essentially let the soil take care of
the plant. The whole idea is to get
the soil biology right so the plant’s
defenses are working optimally.
When a plant has access to what it
needs, it starts creating compounds
called plant secondary metabolites.
These compounds are only created
in adequate amounts when a plant
has all the nutrients it requires; they
also happen to be the compounds
that give us flavor in fruit. Insects
can’t metabolize plant secondary
metabolites, so they naturally
tend to stay away. The result is
better-tasting fruit with reduced
insect pressure and less need for
intervention from us, the farmers.
It’s really an amazing system.

LD: HOW DO YOU
SEE REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE FITTING
IN WITH GOOD
BUSINESS PRACTICES FROM
BOTH A MARGINS AND A
VALUES STANDPOINT?
AU: Right now, we’re working

to heal our soil. In the past,
conventional techniques relied on
a broad spectrum of pesticides,
and it was the norm. Those efforts
were really borrowing from our
own future, and it helped us learn
new methods of pest control and
inputs. Now, it’s time to pay back
what we borrowed. It takes a
lot of money, time, and effort to
get the soil where it needs to be.
Eventually the system will become
more self-sustaining and require
less fertilizer, less fuel used to drive
through the orchards, and less from
us to produce better fruit. It’s an
investment in our future.

LD: WHAT PUTS
RAINIER FRUIT IN A
POSITION TO BE AN
INDUSTRY LEADER?
AU: Among the people at Rainier

Fruit, there’s a mentality of growing
and selling the highest quality fruit
possible. This mindset radiates
throughout the company, which
helps eliminate any fear of thinking
outside the box and challenging the
status quo. People at every level
are engaged and committed to
regenerative agriculture, so there’s
a willingness to invest in the future
because we all understand it’s the
right thing to do on every level. In
doing so, we are upholding our
goal in being the best stewards we
can with what we’ve been given,
and that’s part of what we offer to
our customers. We don’t get paid
more for more nutritious fruit or
contributing to a healthier planet,
but it’s still the right thing to do.

LD: WHAT LESSONS
WOULD YOU LIKE
TO PASS DOWN TO
FUTURE GENERATIONS
IN THE INDUSTRY?
AU: Technology is a wonderful

Rainier’s approach to regenerative
agriculture is to look at it wholistically

thing. The goal is to be mindful
and conscientious about how we
integrate it. We’ve seen so much
development over the past 20 to
30 years, and a lot of the changes
have been good, but not all of
them. When pesticides came about,
there was a “wow” moment when
people realized combating weeds
or insects could be as easy as
spraying a chemical. We’re still
dealing with the repercussions of
that way of thinking, and I hope
future generations can look at
technological advances and ask
“Should we?” instead of just asking
“Can we?” We use technology every
day in many aspects of what we do,
and regenerative agriculture is a
sound science with a focus on soil
health. My advice: Think about the
bigger picture and ask yourself the
question—will this end up being a
tool or a weapon?

“People at every level are engaged and
committed to regenerative agriculture...”

LD: WHAT IS ONE OF
THE MAIN PROJECTS
IN REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE THAT
RAINIER FRUIT IS FOCUSING
ON IN 2020?
AU: Rainier began a huge

initiative back in June 2019, and we
anticipate it will take us well into the
2020s and 2030s. The Holy Grail of
soil is called “soil organic matter.”
It’s the stuff that gives soil structure,
aerates it, feeds the microbiome,
and holds moisture for root systems.
Our area of Washington is a desert
climate, which forces us to focus
on increasing soil organic matter.
After a lot of research and testing,
we think we’ve found the answer.
Humus is the gold standard of
compost, but it’s very hard to get,
so we figured out how to make it.
We’ve dedicated 20 acres of land to
making our own humus, and we’re
using our own waste to do it: apples
that can’t be sold, grape skins
and stems from our winemaking
operations, and chipped up old
trees that no longer produce fruit.
We created a closed loop system
to turn our waste into gold for our
soil. It can take hundreds of years
to create humus in nature, but
we’ve developed a very regimented
approach to create our own batches
in 12 weeks. A lot goes into the
process, but what comes out is
second to none.
We do a lot of on-farm
experimentation, and for the most
part, we have success in our trials.
Rainier Fruit has strong guiding
principles of stewardship that keep
us headed in the right direction, and
we monitor our operations from
year to year until we see trends
emerge.

S

ustainability provides an
umbrella for regenerative
agriculture, but regenerative
agriculture itself is far from
a detail—it is a movement. With
visionaries such as Aran at the
forefront of companies like Rainier
Fruit, one can only imagine what’s
on the horizon for hopefully a more
lush and healthy planet.
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pril comes with great anticipation as the Vidalia onion
category draws the wallets of everyone from BBQ
mavens to foodservice chefs and inspired culinary
consumers. A variety cultivated for more than 80 years
by growers, the Vidalia onion is considered a premium category at
retail and a draw for all grocers who possess its differentiation and
sales opportunities. Knowing the ins and outs of such a category
can only help to drive the popular Vidalia onion’s growth in the
produce department. So, with that said, here are some stats and
facts to help retailers connect more value to their burgeoning
Vidalia onion programs...
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HAND-PICKED

APPROXIMATELY
50 GROWERS

Vidalia onions are generally
transplanted and harvested
by hand, a labor-intensive
process from beginning
to end.

APPROXIMATELY
11,000-11,500 ACRES
of Vidalia onions are planted each year.

are registered to cultivate this
regional specialty.

5.3 MILLION (40lb)
equivalents shipped in 2018.

ONION SIZING

Generally recognized sizes*

SMALL

1–2.25 Inches

MEDIUM

2–3.25 Inches

JUMBO

3+ Inches

*Additionally, sizes include Colossal (3.75 inches and up)

THE SWEET, MILD FLAVOR
of Vidalia onions was originally a fluke that was
stumbled upon by the farmers who planted
them during the Great Depression.

STATE VEGETABLE
In 1990, the Vidalia onion was named
Georgia’s official state vegetable.

Former President Jimmy Carter, a
Georgia native, used to give them to
visiting dignitaries as

WHITE HOUSE GIFTS.
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IT’S ALL IN THE
SOIL AND CLIMATE.

Once revered for its healing
properties, today the sweetest
onion in the world and
Georgia’s state vegetable is
more than just a cornerstone
of southern barbecue—

THE VIDALIA ONION
IS A WAY OF LIFE...
∙ GROWING REGIONS
Vidalia onions can only be
grown within a 20-county growing
region in South Georgia: Appling,
Bacon, Bulloch, Candler, Dodge,
Emanuel, Evans, Jeff Davis, Jenkins,
Laurens, Long, Montgomery, Pierce,
Screven, Tattnall, Telfair, Toombs,
Treutlen, Wayne, and Wheeler.

∙ TRANSPLANTING
Many people are unaware, but
transplanting is a part of the
Vidalia onion growing process.
This is done to protect the
Vidalia onion plants.

∙ SO SPECIAL
This 20-county growing region
represents a 6,000-square-mile area,
in a state occupying 60,000-squaremiles, in a country composed of
3.8-million-square-miles.

∙ NEW FIELDS
The plants are moved from
seed beds into new fields
once they’ve grown to about
the width of a pencil.

VIDALIA ONION FARM GATE VALUE*
COUNTY

ACRES

VALUE

Tattnall
Toombs
Evans
Wayne
Candler
Montgomery
Long
Treutlen
Laurens

4,238
3,750
1,100
1,030
260
286
120
90
3

$50,856,000
$46,845,000
$13,750,000
$11,845,000
$3,250,000
$3,217,500
$780,000
$90,000
$13,000

TOTALS

10,877

$130,646,500

*Farm Gate Value represents the dollar amount for the industry when
Vidalia onions leave the farm.
Source | Vidalia Onion Commitee

Toombs
County

VIDALIA

∙ CITY OF VIDALIA
Vidalia onions are named for the city
in Toombs County where they were
first sold. But, they can in fact be
grown outside of the city limits.

∙ ONIONS GALORE
The largest volumes of Vidalia
onions are grown in Toombs and
Tattnall Counties.
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SHUMAN FARMS

A Q&A With John Shuman, President and CEO,
Shuman Farms
By Kayla Webb

T

rust—a seed the produce community continues to come
together to sow. Whether it be through new products,
packaging innovations, marketing campaigns, partnerships,
or mergers and acquisitions, the work of the produce industry is
rooted in earning and maintaining consumers’ trust. For Shuman
Farms, this doesn’t take much finessing, as the grower’s high-quality
onions coupled with its community-oriented mission are what
today’s rapidly evolving market always seems to be demanding.

John Shuman, the man credited with rebuilding Shuman Farms
to the growing operation it is today, is more than the company’s
President and CEO. Since restarting his family’s farm in the
early 1990s, John has become a formative hand in shaping the
sweet onion category and adding to the legacy of the beloved
Vidalia onion.
While he’s considered an expert in the sweet onion category, it is
John’s unique vision, loyalty to his family and customers, and knack
for building business models people can get behind that make him a
trusted voice across the produce industry—which is why I sat down
to chat with the man himself about how the Shuman Farms team is
deepening consumers’ faith in today’s produce purveyors.

John Shuman, President
and CEO, Shuman Farms

Kayla Webb: John, it has been
wonderful learning about this next
leg of growth for you. What would
you say makes Shuman Farms such a
valuable partner in the industry?
John Shuman: At Shuman Farms, we
believe in growing stronger together with our partners by
adhering to our four foundational pillars: excellent customer
service, superior quality, innovative marketing, and giving
back. We strive to treat our customers like family, live up to
our earned reputation of superior and consistent quality, and
create innovative marketing programs answering our customers’
needs—all while making a difference in the communities where
our products are sold. This has helped us bring quality products
from seed to shelf for retailers
across the United States and
Canada over the last 30 years.
KW: At the beginning of the 2019
year, Shuman Farms chose to
undergo a comprehensive rebrand.
What factored into the decision for
a refresh?
JS: Over the years, Shuman Farms
has earned its reputation in the
industry by delivering premium
quality sweet onions to customers
and staying true to our core
values. The change from Shuman
Produce to Shuman Farms in early
2019 reflects our company’s core
business and a return to our roots
as a generational family farm.
In addition to our own production,
our RealSweet® brand is grown
by a family of farms in southeast
Georgia and Peru, supporting our
12-month sweet onion program.
Under our newly-branded Shuman
Farms operation, we will bring
our brands together to support our
foundation of producing quality
sweet onions and giving back to the
communities where our products
are sold.
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KW: With consumers looking for those points of real
connection with brands these days, this strategic, though
still recognizable, shift in meaning between Shuman Produce
and Shuman Farms must be attracting more shoppers in the
produce aisle. Has this been the case? What has the response
been like?
JS: The response has been overwhelmingly positive. It has
given us the opportunity to share our story with the industry
and our customers. We believe it is important to customers to
know where there food is grown and with the new branding, we
have been able to help make that connection and tell our story.
KW: As Shuman Farms continues to evolve, how has the sweet
onion category, and Vidalias® in particular, evolved with it?

“We strive to treat
our customers
like family, live
up to our earned
reputation of
superior and
consistent
quality, and
create innovative
marketing
programs
answering our
customers’ needs...”
- John Shuman, President and CEO,
Shuman Farms

JS: Since the 1990s, we have
partnered with industry-leading
Vidalia growers to bring only the
sweetest onions to the market.
Realizing that we could do more
together than individually has
allowed us to bring the leading and
most recognizable brand in the
industry to market. The success
of Shuman Farms hinges upon
mutual trust and loyalty between
us and our partners. We continue
to uphold this trust and loyalty with
our four foundational pillars, set
in place long ago. This is why our
customers know that partnering
with Shuman Farms ensures
consistent, premium quality and
excellent customer service designed
to address the market’s needs.
In addition, we are a leading
grower and shipper of sweet
onions in the industry thanks to
our state-of-the-art infrastructure
and year-round, full-time labor
force. We also have flexible packing
capabilities, including drying
rooms and cold storage, to help us
respond to the needs of the industry
quickly and efficiently and ensure
quality from farm to store. This

“The success of Shuman Farms hinges upon
mutual trust and loyalty between us and
our partners. We continue to uphold this trust
and loyalty with our four foundational pillars,
set in place long ago.”
has helped Shuman Farms continue to play a significant role in
evolving the sweet onion category.
KW: Vidalias are one of the few items in the produce aisle
with a reputation that precedes it—everyone has heard of the
iconic Vidalias. But what makes the onion so unique within the
category?
JS: Vidalias are one of the most unique and famous onions out
there—even their origin story is unique. Vidalia onions were
originally a fluke! During the Great Depression, farmers in the
area were in search of a new cash crop. However, the onions
they planted and then harvested were so surprisingly sweet.
This is attributable to the sandy soils of southeast Georgia—
where they can be grown in 20 counties—and the region’s
average rainfall, both of which allow sulfur compounds to wash
away. This helps the Vidalia remain mild, sweet, versatile, and
uniquely delicious.
Vidalia onions are also one of the most famous onions in the
world, known for their crisp texture and mild, sweet flavor.
Shoppers wait eight months out of the year for Vidalias to hit
shelves again and, once they return, fans recognize them by
their flat shape and light, yellow skin.
KW: What are some of the Vidalia-specific marketing
strategies Shuman Farms implements, and how can retailers
better market Vidalias from their side of the supply chain?
JS: All of our marketing efforts start with understanding who
our consumer is. We’ve conducted extensive research in both
purchasing and consumption behavior to learn about consumer
habits and needs.
We aim to build marketing programs that are innovative and
create value for our retail partners. As such, it is important to us
to not only help our retailers sell more sweet onions but also sell
more produce. We like to partner our program with other items
that complement sweet onions, such as peppers, mushrooms,

potatoes, and more. This builds meal solution destinations
throughout the produce department, which we recommend be
paired with Shuman Farms’ high-graphic, in-store signage and
display bins.
KW: This mission of expanding the reach of all fresh produce
is even evident in Shuman Farms’ charitable arm, Produce for
Kids (PFK). Why is this program so important both within and
outside the industry?
JS: Since its inception in 2002, Produce for Kids has evolved.
Today, it is more than a program where our retail partners and
sponsors can work with us to give back in their communities.
Produce for Kids has become a trusted voice for inspiring
families every day.
Throughout the year, we implement several programs to reach
consumers, including flagship retail campaigns like Mission for
Nutrition, which celebrates National Nutrition Month all March
long; Power Your Lunchbox, aimed at helping families transition
to back to school in August and September; and our Healthy
Family Project Podcast and Facebook Group, where PFK steps
outside the world of produce to talk about other important
topics impacting families’ mental and physical health.
As a result of these programs, we have raised seven million
dollars to help families across the U.S. and donated more
than 10 million meals through our partnership with Feeding
America.

T

rust is hard to come by these days—especially with more
brands to choose from across all markets. As consumers
continue to look for ways to connect with growers—
evident in demands for clean labels, local produce, and supply
chain transparency—it will be leaders like John Shuman and
the Shuman Farms team who make it easy for shoppers to put
their faith in fresh produce.
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Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, sustainability, or
health and wellness initiatives.

WHAT MAKES Joseph
A WHOLESOME HERO?
Joseph has long been an industry
advocate, sitting on the boards
of associations and lending his
insights for the betterment of
the industry. His commitment
to giving back and creating
opportunities through his
personal and professional
life aligns with his vision of
doing things that matter in
his community and making a
difference. Joseph is a Wholesome
Hero through and through.

1

Produce Love

2

Giving Back

3

Meaningful Programs

4

Impact of Giving

5

Instilling Values

6

Advice for Getting Involved
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RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Joseph Bunting
Produce Director, United Supermarkets

YEARS at
United supermarkets:

Years in
produce:

FAVORITE
PRODUCE ITEM:

27

25

Grapes

1

“There is something new and exciting
each day. You never know what
challenges the day will bring, whether it’s
markets, Mother Nature, transportation,
etc. Each day is a chance to call an
audible and solve a problem. It keeps
things from getting boring.”

2 5
3

He’s been active through his church,
company, and his kids’ organizations
as well as within the local community.
It’s his work with United that has posed
a continual company challenge that
includes “doing the right thing,” but it
is also how he was raised.

Whether serving on boards, contributing
to community needs, or supporting
industry programs like Take a Bite
Out of Hunger, Pears for Pairs, and the
RealSweet® Feeding America program,
being involved has helped Joseph
understand how much need there is in
the community concerning issues like
hunger and homelessness. The nice thing
about industry-supported programs is
that he can help make a difference in
ways he is already doing. It’s clear that
such small acts have a significant and
lasting impact for so many.

4

“The biggest thing I’ve come to
understand through giving back is that
we can’t take things for granted. We
all have so much; we don’t realize how
others might be struggling and how we
can help.”

“I lead by example. When others
understand why something is important
to me and why I am passionate about it,
they naturally become inspired to take
part as well.”

6

“Get on a path to do something. Don’t
stand on the sidelines. There is need
everywhere if you only open your eyes.
We need to think about how we can help
our communities, the places we live, and
how we can serve people better.”

Sustainable Solutions
& Year-Round
Sustainable Sales

www.RainierFruit.com

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Pure Flavor® Craft House
Collection Shishito Peppers

?

{ what the fork }

C R A F T H O U S E S H I S H ITO P E P P E R W O N TO N S
I NG R E DI E N T S
1 lb Pure Flavor ® Craft House
Collection Shishito Peppers
1 package wonton pastry
8 oz Philadelphia cream cheese,
softened
½ cup Parmesan cheese
2 tbsp melted butter
1 tsp garlic, minced
1 tbsp soy sauce
Salt and pepper, to taste
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cook Time: 10 minutes
Servings: 2+
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DI R E C T ION S

1
2
3
4

Preheat oven to 425° F.
Stir together the cream cheese, Parmesan, garlic, soy sauce, salt, and pepper.
Overlap two wonton wrappers and use warm water to make the seam hold
together. Add 1 tbsp of the cream cheese mixture evenly in the center and
place a Shishito pepper on top. Wet the edges of the wonton and roll the
wonton wrapper around the pepper.
Arrange the wrapped peppers on a non-stick sprayed baking sheet. Brush
each pepper with butter and bake for 10-12 minutes. Enjoy!

To learn more about Pure Flavor,
visit www.pure-flavor.com

DRISCOLL’S

B

y nature, our lives are constantly in flux.
And, in turn, we keep pace by shifting our
perspectives on a regular basis in order to
adapt. Like any life philosophy does, that ebb
and flow directly transfers to our work. This consistent
movement requires us to reassess not just our values, but
our way of navigating the spaces in which we exist. In an
industry where everything from weather to consumer
trends can change your operation in the blink of an eye,
staying on your toes is practically engraved in the job
description.

As one of the biggest berry suppliers in the fresh produce
industry, Driscoll’s knows this well. While the company
has always straddled the line between operational sectors,
its foodservice capabilities have continued to accelerate.
This is due, in part, to its consistently high-quality berries,
but Driscoll’s President of the Americas, Soren Bjorn, also
noted that evolving consumer preferences have been a
key driver of this change. The last decade brought about
an overarching societal shift toward eating more cleanly,
and consumers now expect this to be upheld across the
board. Between a dedication to superb produce and a
penchant for innovation, Driscoll’s is carving out a more
impactful space for berries in the foodservice sector.
The trail to success is a winding one, but one worth telling
nonetheless. And while I am usually the one to write it out,
in this case, there could be no better narrator of Driscoll’s
story than Soren.

Soren Bjorn

President,
Driscoll’s of the Americas

Chandler
James: Soren,
we have watched
foodservice become
a huge part of
Driscoll’s program.
How is this segment
gaining ground for
the company?
Soren Bjorn: Our foodservice business is now
growing faster than it has in quite a long time. Some of
that is a deliberate shift on our behalf, but some of it is
also about what’s happening with the consumer. The
consumer is no longer just eating at retail or restaurants.
Now, there are sectors in between the restaurant and
retail businesses, and our foodservice capabilities are
able to fill some of that in. There are a lot of out-ofhome consumption occasions, and those on-the-go,
convenience-oriented solutions can be
folded into the concept of foodservice.
Whether it’s at a corporation, campus of
a tech company, or even a college, the
expectation to have berries on the menu three
times a day is a pretty significant shift from where we
were in the past.

CJ: As Driscoll’s foodservice business continues
to grow, how has the company evolved in order to
optimize that expansion and differentiate itself
from competitors?
SB: We have been studying where consumers are going
for their food. There are places in foodservice where
there is good value and there are places where there isn’t
as much value for us. There can be really good value on
a college campus where the college has decided they’re
going to position the food they offer as a part of what
makes them an attractive college for students. College
cafeterias look completely different today than they did
20 years ago, while those at public high schools have
not evolved much.
For example, we now serve 35,000 students at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst every
day, and they can get various breakfast, lunch, and
dinner offerings. I can’t think of a public high school
cafeteria where that may be possible yet. So, we
looked at where the consumers are and where the
opportunities for berries are, then we had to
find a route to get the category there, which
is typically through foodservice distributors.
Driscoll’s quality representation works really
well for foodservice operators because
they know they can rely on us and we have
availability of all our berries year-round.
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CJ: Driscoll’s is unique in that each of its berry
programs run year-round. How has that been an
advantage for you in the foodservice sector?
SB: I think one of the categories I’ve seen change over
the years is strawberries. Previously, it was one of the
only viable berries to sell in foodservice. The other three
berry categories were highly seasonal, prices were
uncertain, and availability was up and down throughout
the year.
The big difference between foodservice and retail is once
you’re in foodservice, you’re typically on a menu and
there is an expectation that you can deliver every day—
volume and price don’t move like they do in retail—price
and volume are going to range depending on where you
are. But the menu for next week is already set, and you
can’t just say, “Well it’s raining in California, so we’re
going to take it off.” Only in extreme cases can you do
that, and it is something all parties try to avoid.
So, you have to have a minimum level of supply to be
able to fulfill your commitment to foodservice if you
want to play in that space. Our raspberry and blackberry
businesses are so large and the availability is so good
every week of the year, we can actually put together
valuable foodservice programs. This didn’t used to be
true in the past, and I would argue it’s probably not true
for many of our competitors, so we stand apart from
most.

CJ: Driscoll’s launched a new line of Limited
Edition berries in recent years, which in itself
gives the air of exclusivity. What has the industry
response been to these items?
SB: Well, we wish we had more, that’s all I can tell
you! Consumers are willing to pay for these surprisingly
outstanding experiences. This has clearly been
demonstrated with our Limited Edition line because we
could push the price pretty high and consumers were still
willing to engage. Some people turn it into a habit and
want to buy it every day, which of course is good, but we
could definitely sell a lot more than what we’re currently
able to produce. This gives us encouragement that we
really can and should continue to push the envelope on
Limited Edition and see what else we can bring to the
table.
We have some ideas in the pipeline, and as soon as we
have something more concrete, we’re looking
forward to sharing it with everybody. We
are definitely encouraged by how the
consumers have reacted to it.

...The expectation to have berries
on the menu three times a
day is a pretty significant shift from
where we were in the past.
Soren Bjorn, President, Driscoll’s of the Americas
CJ: How have changing consumer trends and
habits factored into the development of this new
line?
SB: I think you have two things going on. For one,
younger people coming into the category are used to
experimenting with their food. They experiment with
what kind of restaurant they go to—sometimes they’ll
go really expensive, but they’ll also go really cheap,
and sometimes they want to try ethnic food. So, I think
younger people in particular are coming into the berry
category really interested in experimenting
with what is offered at foodservice.
There’s also the element of what
product people are willing to pay
for. Some consumers are willing to
pay a lot more for better food,
like cheese, wine, and many
other categories. It turns
out that’s true in the berry
sector as well—already there
are people who are willing to
pay quite a bit more for a much
better product. Maybe that isn’t
very surprising, but it’s not easy to deliver on—this
is the hard part. It’s a challenge to find something with
high-quality and reasonable productivity somewhat
under control.

CJ: How have growing demands for flavor, quality,
organic, and unique produce items impacted
Driscoll’s business model?
SB: We have to find this subsegment of our grower
group willing and able to pay extra attention to growing
something special and differentiated. Maybe you have
to slow down the harvest, maybe you have to prune the
blueberry plants a little differently, maybe you have to go
through and take care of the fields a few more times than
you would ordinarily. You have to have people who are
willing and able to go and make those extra investments
to deliver on the products.

need to find the people who can execute what it is we
are trying to deliver on. Now, we segment our business
further down, so we have conventional, we have organics,
and we have Limited Edition. But we’re not likely to have
any one grower do all three.

CJ: Because Driscoll’s has long been a player in
the foodservice space, I’m curious as to why the
company is accelerating its expansion now. What
changed?
SB: The berry category is so volatile, naturally. The

longer-term commitment we have to make to
foodservice can be challenging. We have to deliver
the consistency expected and commit to a price
longer-term than what we are used to at retail. Then,
we have to make sure both sides feel like it was a win
in the end. This is the challenge—to get that balance
right. And that’s why, historically, foodservice has
been a relatively small part of our business. It’s very
important we figure out how to get it right.

Some of the supplier availability issues we had over
the years are getting easier, which is why it’s creating
more opportunities to grow the business together. The
importance of paying attention to where the consumer
is going is really what’s at the center of this discussion.
The produce industry always finds a way to meet the
consumers where they want to buy product, whether it’s
berries or anything else.

T

here may not be a crystal ball in which we can
find the answers to unlocking success, but there is
another kind of magic that exists in our industry: trust. It
is the trust that our planning and hard work will survive
the turbulence of change, and the trust that truly highquality fresh produce will never go out of style.
From where I stand, Driscoll’s has earned that trust and
then some.

The mistake we used to make was giving a superb
variety to everybody and waiting to see what happens.
Next thing we know, this great new variety becomes
average because not every grower is taking care of it like
they’re supposed to. For our business model, we need to
recognize some of these ideas are not for everybody. We
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WTF

DO I DO WITH Calavo Avocados ?
{ what the fork }

C A L AVO AVO C A D O S H R I M P C E V I C H E
I NG R E DI E N T S
1 Calavo avocado, cubed
1 lb fresh raw shrimp, peeled, and
deveined
1 cup freshly-squeezed lime juice
2 Calavo tomatoes, diced
1 cup cucumber, finely chopped
½ cup cilantro, chopped
½ cup red onion, sliced or chopped
1 jalapeño or serrano chile pepper,
minced
Bottled hot sauce of choice
Salt, to taste
Tortilla chips or tostadas
Prep Time: 2 hrs
Servings: 2
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Place shrimp in a large mixing bowl. Add ½ cup lime juice and let stand for 1½
- 2 hours (or 15 minutes if using cooked shrimp).
In a separate mixing bowl, combine remaining lime juice, cucumbers, tomatoes,
cilantro, red onions, and chile pepper.
When shrimp mixture is done marinating, add in diced vegetables and avocado.
Mix well. Season with salt to taste.
Serve with tortilla chips or tostadas, adding hot sauce as desired.

To learn more about Calavo, visit www.calavo.com

FRESH FOLK

MY FAVORITE THINGS

VALORIE SHERMAN SILL
Communications and Engagement Manager, Grimmway Farms
With Chandler James

This communications guru chooses to find adventure any chance
she gets. From grounding herself in the details to her obsession with
coffee in any form, Valorie Sherman Sill has mastered the art of
staying present within a life that is constantly moving. Aside from her
zen state of mind, here are a few more of her favorite things…

1

“Take a hike” is my favorite
advice and the best form of
free entertainment.

“

”

2
5

I’m a huge fan of This American
Life, Radiolab, and The Moth.

4

Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo’s
motto. It reminds me to roll up
my sleeves and try, try again.

Helps me unwind,
relax, and reflect. I
love stretching out on
the mat at the end of
the day.

I love getting off the grid and
camping far outside of cell service.

From carefully crafted pour-overs to
the desperate drip coffees I buy on
road trips, I just can’t get enough.

“

8

Art is a universal language.
I’m amazed by how
architecture combines
function with expression.

”

3

“

I love the creativity and intention
behind the slightest of details, like
this cow painted outside of a mural
in San Luis Obispo, California.

”

6
“A written word is the choicest of relics. It
is something at once more intimate with
us and more universal than any other
work of art. It is the work of art nearest
to life itself.” - Henry David Thoreau

9

7
1
4

2

Hiking
Learn by Doing

7 Yoga and Pilates

5

3

Coffee
Podcasts

8 Art and Architecture

6 6
9

Big Sur, California
Details

Reading and Writing
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

It’s a blue world—da ba dee da ba daa—the rest of us are
just living in it. With 2020 already declared the year of the
blueberry, it’s safe to say that the industry as a whole is
anticipating big, big things for this small, but mighty fruit.
As such, we tapped a few category experts to find out
how to take advantage of the crop that’s finally getting its
time to shine in the bluelight...
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Blake Belknap

Cindy Jewell

VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES,
RAINIER FRUIT

PRESIDENT, SCJEWELL, INC

“April is ripe with spring holidays,
longer sunny days, and lots of fresh
blueberries for shoppers to enjoy
now and all summer long. Research
shows that these blue beauties are
increasing in popularity every year
due to their burst of flavor, deep
blue color, and versatility, all while
being packed with nutrition. It’s no
wonder 2020 was officially declared
the year of ‘blue.’ I love the fact that,
each season, kids and adults alike
are eating more fresh blueberries,
choosing them as an everyday snack,
and keeping them on the weekly
grocery list. Here’s to snacking blue
with you this spring.”

Nick Wishnatzki

MARKETING PROJECT MANAGER,
WISH FARMS

“Studies have shown that consuming
one cup of blueberries a day
provides the recommended amount
of antioxidants needed daily. Some
blueberries are extra sweet and
some are more tangy. I always
recommend eating them in bunches
of three, this way you’ll get a burst
of all the flavors the variety has to
offer—and you’ll get there faster!”
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“Blueberries have been an exciting
extension of our organic program
and, in a short decade, we have
built a reputation in producing
flavor-dense, 100-percent organic
blueberries! Our leading organic
program is, in part, due to our
unique microclimates and, in part,
due to our efforts in regenerative
agriculture and its impact on the soil
biome. It is also greatly impacted
by our thoughtful genetic selections
with programs like Sekoya. Being
one of two partners in North
America, we are able to grow a
number of exclusive varieties that
produce jumbo, crunchy, high-flavor
profile berries with a phenomenal
eating experience, adding even
more depth to our 100-percent
organic blueberry season. Isn’t that
what makes the produce industry so
unique? We are continually striving
to create the best experience for
our consumers, all while growing
superfoods loaded with antioxidants
and impacting the quality of the
environment around us!”

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Katiana Valdes

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT,
CRYSTAL VALLEY FOODS

CarrieAnn Arias

VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING,
NATURIPE FARMS
“Blueberries continue to grow in
popularity to the point where
blueberry was recently announced
as the flavor of the year for 2020!
In addition to their popularity, the
benefits of blueberry consumption
have driven sales over the years
and remind consumers about the
nutritional benefits of strawberries,
raspberries, and blackberries.
Capitalizing on these factors is
one of our biggest opportunities in
the produce section! Retailers can
encourage shoppers to buy berries
with recipe suggestions for any meal
and snack occasion. We recommend
recipes that are easy to assemble
and directly address the needs and
values of on-the-go consumers.”

Frances Dillard

SENIOR DIRECTOR, BRAND
AND PRODUCT MARKETING,
DRISCOLL’S

“Known as an ultimate superfood,
blueberry consumption continues
to grow. They are packed with
antioxidants, and the best part is
that they are really delicious, too.
Blueberries are a versatile fruit that
can be enjoyed as a quick, healthy
snack and as a great addition to
salads, blended in smoothies, added
to baked goods, cereals, yogurts,
and so much more. Crystal Valley
Foods offers blueberries year-round
to satisfy the increasing consumer
demand. We are looking forward
to the domestic season this year
starting with Florida fruit in March,
Georgia-grown fruit in April and May,
and Alabama blueberries in June
and July.”

“The fresh blueberry segment
continues to demonstrate strong
category growth. With ample
supply now available in the market,
consumers are becoming savvy
in their ability to select only the
finest tasting berries. Driscoll’s
heritage of pursuing delightful flavor
is demonstrated in our research
and development commitment to
proprietary varieties specifically
bred for our independent growers.
This past fall, Driscoll’s raised the
flavor bar once again with the launch
of Limited Edition Sweetest Batch™
Blueberries, a premium offering that
has limited supply. Throughout the
year, consumers look for brands they
know and trust to deliver on their
demand for high flavor.”
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Catania Worldwide
Mangos

?

{ what the fork }

MANGO L ASSI
I NG R E DI E N T S
2 cups Catania Worldwide mango,
cubed
2 cups plain yogurt
½ tsp lime zest
½ tsp ground cardamom
1 tbsp sugar
½ cup heavy cream or milk (depending
on thickness desired)
1 tsp saffron
½ tsp crushed pistachios, for garnish
Prep Time: 5-10 min
Servings: 3-4 cups
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1

In a blender, add the cubed mangos, sugar, ½ tsp saffron, splash of cream or
milk, and ground cardamom. Add more cream or milk if needed for blending.
Blend until smooth.

2 Whisk yogurt with a fork and add to the blender. Add lime zest. Blend.
3 Add pistachios and ½ tsp of saffron for garnish. Enjoy!
Tip: Depending on sweetness of the mango variety, you may want to add more sugar or honey.

To learn more about Catania Worldwide,
visit www.cataniaworldwide.com

We

BELIEVE

Organics
in

For more information
come check us out at:

Booth #1521

highlinemushrooms.com

When we think industry competition and innovation,
our minds here at The Snack Magazine lean
toward the tomato category for its vibrancy and
differentiation. Leaders amongst the industry and
the companies growing in this premium category,
tend to double-down with packaging to match.
In this 48th issue, we bring you a selection of the
best-of-the-best and, we promise, they do not
disappoint…
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Sprinkles®
Variety: Multi-colored micro grape
tomatoes
Packaging Size/Specs: 3.5 oz Top Seal
tomato-shaped tray
Materials: PET tray and resealable
Top Seal film

Symphony® Tomato Ensemble
Variety: Various colors, shapes, and sizes
Packaging Size/Specs: Dry pint/Resealable Top
Seal tomato punnet
Materials: PET punnets

Organic Grape Tomatoes
Variety: Organic grape tomatoes
Packaging Size/Specs: 1 pint
Materials: Biodegradable compostable tray

Perfect Romas®
Variety: Roma tomatoes
Packaging Size/Specs: 2 lb plastic bag
Materials: Plastic
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Sweetpops
Variety: Top-secret premium varieties
Packaging Size/Specs: 10 oz, 1.5 lb, and 2 lb
Materials: Top Seal, recyclable bowl

3-Pack Tomato/5REYES
Variety: Vine-ripe tomatoes
Packaging Size/Specs: 28 x 3-count clamshell
Materials: Recyclable/eco-friendly,
malleable clamshell

Ombra Shades of SweetnessTM
Variety: Brown tomatoes
Packaging Size/Specs: 1 lb
Materials: 100-percent recycled
paperboard with compostable
callouses flow wrap

Red RoyalsTM Sweet Cherry
Tomatoes-on-the-Vine
Variety: Cherry Tomatoes-on-the-Vine
Availability: Year-round
Packaging Size/Specs: 12 oz Top Seal and
1.5 lb Top Seal;
custom available

Earth Check Window Box
Variety: Sweet Grape Tomatoes
Organic (Organic Good-Life-Organic™) and
Conventional (Veg-Fresh Farms)
Packaging Size/Specs: 12 oz, 1 lb, and 2 lb
1 lb-case: case weight = 12
lbs 12 units per case
19.5” x 13” x 3.25”
pallet 7 x 20
Materials: Non-bleached lightweight
100-percent recycled
paperboard sourced from
local mills, moisture resistant
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O N TA R I O G R E E N H OU S E V E G E TA B L E G ROW E R S

s a new decade is upon us, I find
myself reflecting on the fact that
20/20 vision does not mean ‘perfect
vision’ but more accurately, it defines the
standard baseline for sharpness and clarity.
Perhaps the thing I am most proud of in
my 40-plus year career is the teams that
I have been proud to assemble and lead.
I’ve often said that the produce industry
requires a passion and personality
unmatched by any other industry in the
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S B R O C C H I

world of those who venture into it. Our
industry is truly unlike any other.
The nature of the business requires
efficiency without any guarantee of
conformity—neither in the product nor
in the environments surrounding the
ability to grow, buy, and sell it. Perhaps, it
is why I long ago came to conclude what
attributes it takes to support this notion
for any member of our industry. Those
individuals that I believe are primed to

30 FT
9.14 M
25 FT
7.62 M
20 FT
6.10 M

succeed possess two key attributes. The
first, is “attitude,” and the second, is the
“ability to learn.” You may be surprised
to learn that these two attributes can
be easily measured using modern
assessment tools. In my mind, these two
attributes are the “buckets” that many of
the qualities associated with successful
people seem to fall into, be it leadership,
perseverance, resiliency, flexibility, or
even just plain hunger for knowledge and
self-improvement.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

In my life, I’ve been privileged to work
alongside my family in my earliest days
in the Toronto, Canada, wholesale
environment while also cutting my teeth
in the upper management of the largest
retailers in the country. In addition, my
professional career brought me into
the leadership groups of some of the
industry’s top-tier suppliers, guiding
me currently to this most recent role in
modernizing and shaping the next era
within the OGVG community. At a
time where a clear vision forward seems
daunting, I’ve never been surer that our
industry has attracted the talent to rise
to both the opportunities and challenges.
I like to think that creating high
performance teams is at the root of what
I am about…my purpose if you will.
We enter this new decade with consumer
interest at an all-time high, not only in
their desire to eat healthier but also in
caring to learn and know more about
their food. The need to know where and
how consumers’ food is grown has never
been greater. The demand for fresh,
flavorful, safe, and sustainable products
are continuously being demanded of us,
and we are committed to rising to the
challenge. But make no mistake—it is an
opportunity! It can seem a tall order, but
what draws so many of us over the years
to the produce life is the ability to revel
in such meaningful work.
The home I have found in the Ontario
greenhouse sector, in many ways,
culminates in the best of what I think the
produce sector has to offer. In the same
small towns where, generations ago, new
Canadians brought with them a taste
of home, this emerging sector has since
paved the way for families, businesses,

Joe Sbrocchi
General Manager,
Ontario Greenhouse
Vegetable Growers

and communities to grow around these
farms. People, flavors, and technologies
from around the world have shaped the
course of greenhouse farming over a very
short while.
The tables that we gather around to enjoy
the spoils of harvest have also grown over
those years. Perhaps most importantly,
our sector has allowed many to stay, live,
and work in the remarkable rural areas of
our region. First and foremost, as a coach
and mentor, the most exciting prospect
to me is that the future of farming
continues to create space to welcome
more people with an ever diverse set of
skills and experience to find a place in
this important work, feeding families
both near and far. There can be no
nobler an endeavor than ensuring our
next generations have an abundance of
nourishing food.
My advice to those assembling the
produce teams of the future is simple:
Provide a vision. A “team” starts
with forming the right cultural
environment

We begin this new decade in an era
of unprecedented change, at an everincreasing rate. I have seen how the
Ontario greenhouse growers and
marketers have not shied away from
this incredible pace and evolution. In
fact, it could be argued they have often
led the way in innovation and meeting
these challenges while feeding more
families increasingly fresher and safer
produce. We’ve embraced our role and
responsibility to be a partner in not
only dealing with issues surrounding
sustainability, unnecessary and
problematic plastics, and the reduction
of food waste, but also our commitment
to provide to families where fresh food
isn’t easy to access.
The generosity of our members, helping
to build up the communities we serve,
is a constant reminder that to be a
part of the produce industry is not
only rewarding work but incredibly
meaningful as well.

Like in sports, ensure that all play
their roles, aligned to the vision

I believe that so much of our promise
lies in the roots of this sector—a handful
of farm families who have evolved
and grown to include over 13,000
people, and that’s in Ontario alone. In
both traditional and new roles, the
greenhouse sector continues to build
an incredible community of people
committed to the mission of leading our
industry into a new era of farming.

Lastly, celebrate the wins as well
as thoroughly analysing and
correcting the missteps. Never lose
an opportunity to learn from your
mistakes and course correct—in a
positive manner—on a go-forward
basis

As we embark on this new decade, I have
never been more optimistic that while
our 20/20 vision of the future will not
be perfect, those finding their way into
our industry will be ready to lead with a
clear intent always to be moving forward
and to be growing.

Look for diversity of thinking styles
and skills, don’t hire solely in your
own image

F

or some 40-plus years, Joe Sbrocchi has been a produce industry booster and activist who
is not only considered a hard-working progressive leader, but also someone who has an
intuitive feel for the industry and how it is positioned to its audience: the end consumer. The
wealth of experience that has taken him to multiple roles within the industry—which he
unabashedly loves—combined with the esteem that so many members of his teams over the
years hold for him, makes his insights and vision paramount and his contributions of great value.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Progressive Produce
Citrus and Asparagus

?

{ what the fork }

R OA S T E D A S PA R AG U S W I T H O R GA N I C O R A N G E S , F E TA , A N D P EC A N S
I NG R E DI E N T S
asparagus

1 lb Progressive Produce asparagus
spears, trimmed
1 shallot, thinly sliced
¼ cup pecans chopped
2 tbsp olive oil
1 Nature’s Bounty Organic orange,
zested and supremed*
¼ cup feta cheese or goat cheese,
crumbled
Salt and pepper to taste
vinaigrette

1 tsp orange zest
3 tbsp olive oil
1 tbsp red wine vinegar
1 tsp Dijon mustard
2 tsp orange blossom honey
½ tsp kosher salt
¼ tsp freshly ground black pepper
Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 20 min
Servings: 4
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DI R E C T ION S

1
2
3
4
5

Preheat oven to 400° F.
Trim ends of asparagus at their natural breaking point. Bend a stalk of
asparagus until it breaks. Use that trimmed stalk as a guide to cut the rest of
the asparagus.
On a baking sheet, place the asparagus, sliced shallots, and pecans. Drizzle
with the olive oil and toss to coat. Arrange in a single layer and roast for 10
minutes. Flip with a spatula and roast for an additional 5 minutes or until the
asparagus is tender, but still bright green.
While the asparagus is roasting, combine the orange zest, Dijon mustard, red
wine vinegar, olive oil, orange blossom honey, salt, and pepper in a small
bowl. Whisk until well combined. Set aside.
When the asparagus is done, remove from oven and arrange the roasted
spears on a platter. Top with the pecans and shallots. Sprinkle with the
orange slices and feta cheese. Spoon the vinaigrette over the top of the
asparagus and serve.
*Note: Supreming is a technique that removes the membrane from citrus fruit so it can be
served in slices.

To learn more about Progressive Produce, visit www.progressiveproduce.com

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

California Makes Sweeping Changes to

MATERNAL LACTATION
Accommodation Requirements
By The Snack Editorial Contributor
Alden Parker, Regional Managing Partner, Fisher Phillips LLP

F

ollowing San Francisco’s lead, California is significantly
expanding the obligation of most employers to provide break
time and a location to express breast milk. The new law, just
signed into effect by Governor Gavin Newsom on October
10, 2019, became effective January 1, 2020. What do California
employers need to know about their new obligations?
Meanwhile, California has had a
general “lactation accommodation”
law on the books since 2002, requiring
employers to provide reasonable break
time and a location for employees to
express breast milk.

Federal, State, and Local
Governments Get Involved
One of the more popular public policy
issues of late has been an employer’s
obligation to accommodate employees
who are lactating or expressing breast
milk. The federal government, state,
and local jurisdictions have been
increasingly active on this front in recent
years.

Alden Parker,

Regional Managing Partner,
Fisher Phillips LLP

On the federal level, the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA) provides that, for
up to to one year after a child’s birth,
a nursing mother must be provided a
“reasonable break time” to express milk
“each time such employee has a need to
express the milk.” These breaks may be
unpaid. You must also provide a private
place for expressing milk, other than a
bathroom, that is shielded from view
and free from intrusion. Further, in 2015,
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) officially adopted
the position that lactation is protected
by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act
(PDA). Accordingly, failure to allow for
time to express breast milk could result
not only in FLSA violation, but also a
discrimination lawsuit under the PDA.

Several local jurisdictions have taken
things a step further and adopted their
own workplace policies in this area. For
example, late San Francisco Mayor
Ed Lee signed the Lactation in the
Workplace Ordinance in 2017. That
ordinance went into effect on January
1, 2018, requiring businesses to provide
employees with breaks and a designated
location for lactation. Additionally,
employers in San Francisco must also
implement policies that notify employees
of their right to an accommodation
for lactation. The ordinance also
requires newly constructed or renovated
buildings designated for certain uses to
include lactation rooms, and amends the
San Francisco building code to specify
technical specifications of lactation
rooms.
Now, California has taken things one
significant step further and joined
San Francisco by adopting a detailed
list of requirements employers must
oversee when it comes to lactation
accommodations. Former Governor
Jerry Brown had vetoed very similar
legislation just last year. But by signing
into law Senate Bill 142 (introduced
by Senator Scott Weiner), Governor
Gavin Newsom has ensured that several
significant changes to existing state law
will soon take effect. Here is a summary
of the impending requirements.
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Break Time “Each Time”
Needed
Current law provides that an employer
must provide a reasonable amount
of break time to allow employees to
express breast milk. The break time
shall, if possible, run concurrently with
any break time already provided to the
employee. Such break time that does not
run concurrently with authorized rest
time under existing law is unpaid.
SB 142 specifies that the break time
shall be provided “each time such
employee has need to express milk.”

“CALIFORNIA HAS
TAKEN THINGS ONE
SIGNIFICANT STEP
FURTHER AND JOINED
SAN FRANCISCO BY
ADOPTING A DETAILED
LIST OF REQUIREMENTS
EMPLOYERS MUST
OVERSEE WHEN IT
COMES TO LACTATION
ACCOMMODATIONS.”
-Alden Parker,
Regional Managing Partner,
Fisher Phillips LLP
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Significant Expansion
of Lactation Room
Requirements
Under current state law, employers are
required to make reasonable efforts
to provide employees with the use of a
room or location other than a bathroom
in close proximity to the employee’s
work area, for the employee to express
breast milk in private. However, SB
142 enacts some significant new
requirements related to lactation rooms.
First, the new law repeats that a
lactation room shall not be a bathroom,
and shall be in close proximity to
the employee’s work area. It adds
the requirement that the room must
be shielded from view and free from
intrusion while the employee is lactating.
Second, the new law provides that a
lactation room must:
•
•
•
•

Be safe, clean, and free of
hazardous materials, as defined
Contain a surface to place a breast
pump and personal items
Contain a place to sit
Have access to electricity or
alternative devices, including, but
not limited to, extension cords
or charging stations needed to
operate an electric or batterypowered breast pump

Third, SB 142 provides that an
employer shall provide access to a sink
with running water and a refrigerator
suitable for storing milk (or another
cooling device) in close proximity to the
employee’s workplace.
Fourth, the new law provides that,
where a multipurpose room is used
for lactation among other uses, the
use of the room for lactation shall take
precedence over the other uses, but only
for the time it is being used for lactation
purposes.

Exceptions and
Accommodations
SB 142 makes a number of
accommodations for certain employers.
First, an employer in a multi-tenant
building or a multi-employer worksite
may comply with the law by providing a
space shared among multiple employers
within the building or worksite if the
employer cannot provide a lactation
location within the employer’s own
workspace.
Second, employers or general
contractors that coordinate a multiemployer worksite shall either
provide lactation accommodations or
provide a safe and secure location for
subcontractor employers to provide
lactation accommodation on the
worksite, within two business days, upon
written request of any subcontractor
employer with an employee who
requests an accommodation.
Third, an employer may comply
with the requirements of the law by
designating a lactation location that is
temporary due to operational, financial,
or space limitations. These temporary
spaces shall not be a bathroom and shall
be in close proximity to the employee’s
work area, shielded from view, free
from intrusion while the employee is
expressing milk, and otherwise meet the
requirements of the law.
Finally, an employer with fewer
than 50 employees may establish an
exemption from any of the lactation
room requirements if it can show that
it would impose an undue hardship
when considered in relation to the size,
financial resources, nature, or structure
of the employer’s business.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Raising the Stakes for
Non-Compliance

Mandated Employer
Lactation Policy

Under existing Labor Code Section
226.7, an employer that fails to provide
a meal or rest or recovery period as
required by law is required to pay the
employee one additional hour of pay
at the employee’s regular rate of pay
for each workday that the break is not
provided.

SB 142 also requires employers to
develop and implement a policy
regarding lactation accommodation that
includes:

SB 142 raises the stakes for failing to
provide lactation accommodation by
specifying that the denial of reasonable
break time or adequate space to express
breast milk shall be deemed a violation
of Section 226.7. Alleged meal and rest
period violations are a favorite target
of PAGA lawsuits, so it is anticipated
that employers will begin to see PAGA
lawsuits over lactation accommodation
issues as well.
In addition, the Labor Commissioner
may impose a civil penalty in the
amount of $100 for each day that
the employee is denied break time
or adequate space to express milk.
Moreover, SB 142 makes it unlawful for
an employer to discriminate or retaliate
against an employee for exercising
their rights under the lactation
accommodation law.

•
•
•
•

A statement about an employee’s
right to request lactation
accommodation
The process by which the
employee makes the request
An employer’s obligation to
respond to the request
A statement about an employee’s
right to file a complaint with the
Labor Commissioner for any
violation of the law

SB 142 specifies that the employer
shall include the lactation policy in an
employee handbook or set of policies
that the employer makes available to
employees, and distribute the policy to
new employees upon hiring and when
an employee makes an inquiry about
or requests parental leave. In addition,
if the employer cannot provide break
time or a location that complies with
the policy, the employer is required
to provide a written response to the
employee.

Next Steps...
SB 142 went into effect on January 1,
2020. Prior to that date, individuals
should have carefully reviewed
procedures for providing lactation
accommodation in accordance with
the requirements of the new law. In
particular, they should have developed
and implemented a lactation policy
for inclusion in employee handbooks
or other policies, and established a
method for distribution to new hires
and employees inquiring about parental
leave. For some employers, this new law
may require making physical changes to
the workplace in order to comply with
the new requirements.

HIGHLIGHTS
•

The new law, just
signed into effect by
Governor Gavin Newsom
on October 10, 2019,
became effective January
1, 2020

•

Current law provides
that an employer must
provide a reasonable
amount of break time
to allow employees to
express breast milk

•

Employers are required
to make reasonable
efforts to provide
employees with the use
of a room or location
other than a bathroom
in close proximity to the
employees’ work area

ABOUT ALDEN PARKER
Alden is an employer-side
labor and employment
lawyer with more than 20plus years of experience. He
is the Regional Managing
Partner of Fisher Phillips’
California Central Valley
Office in Sacramento,
California, and regularly
represents food producers.
Alden is also Co-Chair of
Fisher Phillips National
Hospitality Industry Group.
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TRUE TO TASTE

Libations

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:

MANGO ONE-TWO
PUNCH
By Chandler James

A

s the weather begins to
warm in the Northern
Hemisphere, there are a
few activities I gravitate
toward to remain cool, calm, and
collected (spoiler alert: two of
them involve alcohol). First things
first, by the time the temperature
hits 80 degrees, I will have
already dipped my toes into the
cool waters of a local lake. Aside
from taking a soak in the earth’s
natural swimming pools, you can
find me with one of my other two
springtime comforts in hand: an
ice-cold beer or a crisp, fruity
cocktail.
But this is 2020, people—so why
can’t I have both!? That’s why
my official April libation is a beer
cocktail!
For this tropical treat, you’ll
experience the smooth kiss of

INGREDIENTS

silver tequila as well as the bubbly
bite of a Belgian ale. Each flavor
profile is balanced by the creamy,
bright textures of fresh mango
nectar. If you’re like me, cold is
the key ingredient to a simple
pleasure in warm weather—thus,
I’ve adorned this drink with oodles
of frozen mango.
The Mango One-Two Punch
presents a perfect opportunity to
mix up the perimeter of a grocery
store. Top off your mountainous
mango display with a bottle of
tequila and a case of beer, or
incorporate a basket of mangos
in your liquor department. We
can most certainly expect
temperatures to keep rising, so this
frosty treat will be a hit well into
the summer months. Garnish with
a strawberry and some greens like
mint or rosemary and get sippin’!

DIRECTIONS

2 large mangos
¼ cup simple syrup
4 oz silver tequila
2 12-oz bottles Belgian ale
Frozen mango
Mint, for garnish
Strawberry, for garnish

1 To create the mango nectar: halve, dice, and peel mangos.

Time: 15 min
Servings: 4

4 Garnish with mint and/or strawberry and serve.
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2 Place fresh, diced mango and simple syrup in a blender or food
processor and blend into a smooth pulp.

3 Combine tequila, Belgian ale, and mango nectar. Evenly pour the
cocktail mixture into four serving glasses full of frozen mango.

TRUE TO TASTE

Photo by Craig Wheeler
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DEL MONTE FRESH

Becoming
Change
THE

BY MELISSA DE LEON CHAVEZ

ew of us have the
resources to make
a change that
ripples through
the very fabric
of the earth’s
ecosystem. If that
sounds dramatic,
it’s because the effects of one company’s
decision to roadmap both the noun and
action of “sustainability” have been just
that—dramatic.

F

Before the internet took off, and with
it, social media, Del Monte Fresh was
already doing for the environment
what brand influencers today are just
beginning to catch on to. This company
has answers where many might wonder
what impact those moves have. Now, Del
Monte Fresh wants to share its wisdom
and resources with potential partners in

conservation and be the catalyst for the
next level of stewardship.
“We have been working on our
sustainability initiatives for the past
30 years, and I have been intimately
involved with them from the agricultural
side in terms of looking for better ways
of farming that are more friendly for
the environment,” Hans Sauter, Chief
Sustainability Officer, tells me.
That is more than just a title or a role—
he is the first Chief Sustainability Officer
in the company’s long history. “I think
the development of this role shows the
true commitment Del Monte has to
sustainability and how to ensure all our
goals are achieved,” he explains.
Following a carefully laid plan of
multiple initiatives designed around

four pillars of sustainability—products,
communities, environment, and people—
the company has found order in the
vastness of the word, a word many throw
around in relation to anything from
a new packaging option to in-house
operations and beyond.
“It’s sustainability as a whole, but it is
also a strategy,” Dennis Christou, Vice
President of Marketing, clarifies. “Each
pillar has a strategy behind it, which
involves a number of different projects
that support our communities, our
people, consumers, and the planet. And
all of it is very highly validated. Some
initiatives fall under our pillar to bring
fresher, healthier products, not only
in the variety of products you see, but
how they are being grown, certified,
and so on. Others might be under our
community or people pillar. I think a
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big part of this overall initiative is that it encompasses the
environment, but it’s not just the environment.”
Diving into this further, we discuss how the movement to be
more ecologically sound and environmentally responsible must
be approached pragmatically in order to function, and Hans
points out (as humbly as possible) that the same could be said
for anything initiated under the Del Monte Fresh umbrella.
“A company of this size takes a lot of planning. We have
programs underway all over the world, and trying to pull
them all off succinctly must be done with a lot of coordination
and communication. It is very exciting to see that happen,”
Hans shares. “Keep in mind that we have rural operations all
over the world, and that the same philosophy must be present
throughout all those operations.”
And that strategy is growing in several new ways as the
company seeks to spread what it has learned with others both
inside and outside our industry.
“We are calling it A Better World Tomorrow—it is our vision. We
have done it, we believe in it, and we are setting that example
for our own suppliers, our own growers. We want to partner
with other organizations because we have firsthand experience
in this initiative. We believe, contrary to a lot of what you
see in the news, there is a very positive impact we can have
on Earth. Farms and ecosystems don’t always need to be
perceived as incompatible. We need to farm in a way that
aligns better with nature,” Hans emphasizes.
Since initially announcing this intention in time for PMA
Fresh Summit 2019, programs and partnerships have already
begun to blossom. A key development, Hans explains to me, is
one with SCS Global Services, which he says will be integral
in the bottom-to-top approach the Del Monte Fresh team is
encouraging. Why? To ensure all its employees feel empowered
to take a part in the overarching initiative and therefore see it
ripple throughout its network to everyone it can impact.
Del Monte Fresh brings fresh bananas to market
that are both sustainable in nature and in vision

WE HAVE PROGRAMS UNDERWAY
ALL OVER THE WORLD, AND
TRYING TO caption
PULL THEM ALL OFF
SUCCINCTLY MUST BE DONE
WITH A LOT OF COORDINATION
AND COMMUNICATION. IT IS VERY
EXCITING TO SEE THAT HAPPEN.
Hans Sauter,
Chief Sustainability Officer, Del Monte Fresh
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IT’S SUSTAINABILITY
AS A WHOLE, BUT IT
IS ALSO A STRATEGY.

Dennis Christou,

Vice President of Marketing,
Del Monte Fresh

“We started a collaborative project
with SCS to create a greenhouse
gas emissions toolkit that will track
individual greenhouse gas emissions
of tropical and subtropical crops.
Everything we are trying to achieve can’t
be accomplished unless all individual
operations know how many greenhouse
gases they are producing. This
awareness will help them identify how to
then cope with and curb those emissions
with specific actions,” Hans details.
The proprietary tool is planned to be
ready by the second quarter of this year.
When it is, it will be crucial in providing
on-the-ground operations with the
ability to find and share solutions with
the whole organization, helping solidify
what Hans says is always an elusive
number.
This highlights another aspect of the
roadmapped definition Del Monte
Fresh is applying to the equally elusive
idea of sustainability itself—one that
encompasses not just acts of service and
donations, but research and development,
innovation, packaging, farming, and
anything else I can think of, it seems.
“We are very busy right now rolling out
all these programs, covering anything

from water and soil conservation to
smart farming, sustainable packaging,
community programs, and much more,”
Hans goes on. It’s clear that the very
vastness of this initiative is exactly why
Del Monte Fresh is suited to take on the
challenge.

“As we transition to being more
consumer-centric, we are finding a
common thread between telling our
story about sustainability and how it can
also help us align with our consumer
base. They are interested in our efforts
and those actions,” he continues.

The company is a partner to be reckoned
with for any who seek to join the fight,
as it continues to set and exceed goal
after goal. The Del Monte Fresh team
committed to delivering 300 different
local sustainable initiatives by year 2025
and is already well into succeeding.

Dennis adds that the team has seen an
increase in demand for such stories from
its trade partners, and that the company
is responding to that demand.

“Five years ago, we tasked ourselves
with reducing our energy consumption
per-pound of product and water
consumption, and we achieved those
ahead of our 2020 deadline. We reduced
our energy consumption by 12 percent
per-pound of product, and our water
consumption by 20 percent per-pound of
product,” Hans shares. “This is why we
decided to come up with a report now,
because we are setting new targets for
2025.”
Among these targets, the company is
upgrading its fleet of ships to more
fuel efficient vessels, reducing harmful
emissions by 10 percent before 2025.

“In general we’ve seen that our retail
partners have become more interested
in increasing awareness and demand
on the part of their consumers, who
want to understand where their food is
coming from. Especially for the younger
consumers—food defines who they are.
So, in the past, the retailer’s interest was
to ensure the products were produced in
a safe, sustainable manner, and now they
want to get the story behind it. People
want to relate to the farm, they want to
relate to the environment,” he adds.
In that comes one of the latest steps to
Del Monte Fresh’s master plan—in-store,
on-product sharing of what it is doing.
“To keep the momentum of
communication, we are starting to
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share the stories we
have through our
pineapple packs.
Though they can only
show a fraction of our
programs, eventually
we can use that same
medium to share some
of the wonderful stories
emerging from all of
this hard work,” Hans
shares, and I can hear
the smile in his voice.

FOR DEL MONTE FRESH,
SUSTAINABILITY IS NOT A PR
EXERCISE. [...] IT IS WHO WE
ARE, IT IS INGRAINED IN OUR
CULTURE, AND WE HOPE BY
WHAT WE ARE DOING WE WILL
INSPIRE OTHERS.

Dennis Christou

A favorite of these
stories, for Hans and
myself, shows how a farm and forest can work in harmony
rather than wage against each other for space.

“We took on projects as ambitious as protecting 26,000 acres
of forest, which is a mind-blowing figure. When we came back,
we found over 1,000 species of plants and animals preserved,”
Hans says. “You can see how forest and farm coexist side by
side; we didn’t go out and buy a piece of the Amazon and
neutralize our emissions on the farm. These are parts of our
farms where we have set aside land to preserve water and
wildlife, while operating the farm right there. Now, we are
telling the story because, honestly, organizations have asked us
why we haven’t.”
Likely because, as Dennis points out, it’s what the customer
we all strive to serve seems to desire in the brands they patron.
But it’s more of a serendipitous alignment than a business
proposition.

Hans takes it a step further, declaring even Del Monte Fresh
couldn’t achieve such aggressive goals without dividing the
tasks. Therefore, there is no one individual to credit with the
shift the company is looking to make in the world.
“This is not an individual effort, and it is not a departmental
effort. We are making sure that every employee within the
company is getting involved with sustainability and our vision
is to provide each entity with tools so they can individually
create sustainability within their operations,” Hans concludes.
Knowledge is power. Intent on adding multiple layers to its
existing legacy, Del Monte Fresh is spreading its learnings and
its reach to any and all who want to maximize their role in
reshaping the world.
As the team aligns itself with like-minded powers in produce,
it will be exciting to see how these next steps will help our
industry, and Mother Nature, thrive.

WE BELIEVE [...]
THERE IS A VERY POSITIVE
IMPACT WE CAN HAVE ON
THE EARTH.

Hans Sauter
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“For Del Monte Fresh,
sustainability is not a
PR exercise. It is not a
marketing tool. It is who
we are, it is ingrained in
our culture, and we hope
by what we are doing
we will inspire others. If
we all work for a better
world tomorrow, we will
get there much faster.
Everyone should be
doing this and, hopefully,
we will inspire others to
follow,” he tells me.
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By The Snack Editorial Contributor Ben Massoud,
Communications Manager of the United Fresh Produce Association

T

he traditional trade show format is evolving into a more interactive,
free-flowing expo experience. Long gone are the days (or so we hope
to influence) of an expo floor consisting of just booth after booth
of companies and products. Attendees and exhibitors alike seek to
maximize their trade show experiences through opportunities to connect
and learn in a variety of events and formats. That’s why the United Fresh
Convention and Expo continues to innovate by introducing new and engaging
show floor destinations for networking, education, and entertainment—
ensuring participants will find everything they’re looking for without having to
leave the trade show floor.
From June 16 to June 19, the hub of fresh produce innovation—United Fresh
2020 Convention and Expo—will gather thousands across the fresh produce
supply chain to Make Waves at the San Diego Convention Center in California,
with several new show floor destinations.

Controlled Environment
Pavilion
To support the rapidly growing
demand for controlled environment
production and the commitment
to drive innovation in fresh
produce, United Fresh is debuting
a Controlled Environment Pavilion
in partnership with the Controlled
Environment Agriculture (CEA)
Food Safety Coalition. The Pavilion
will bring together growers,
companies providing tools and
technologies for indoor production,
thought leaders who are helping
grow indoor agriculture, and retail
and foodservice buyers.
United Fresh 2020 Convention
Committee Co-Chair Abby Prior,
Senior Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for BrightFarms—and a
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member of the CEA Food Safety
Coalition—expressed her excitement
for the upcoming event.
“United Fresh has been very
welcoming to the whole controlled
growing environment community
and our sector has become a major
part of the United Fresh Convention
and Expo, attracting new retail
customers, but also allowing us to
find new indoor technologies to help
grow our businesses,” Abby shared.
In a designated discussion
area, participants will have
the opportunity to engage in
conversations on current issues and
growth opportunities for indoor
ag, hydroponics, vertical farms,
and rapidly expanding greenhouse
production.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Kid Zone
Understanding the need to
encourage healthy habits in future
consumers at a young age, produce
companies and their partners
should seek new opportunities to
reach children with fresh fruits and
vegetables—whether at home, in
schools, or at restaurants. In the
United Fresh Kid Zone, K-12 school
foodservice and retail buyers and
foodservice distributors will find the
latest kid-friendly produce snacks
that are ideal for in-school meals
and snack programs, back-to-school
retail displays, c-store fresh snacks,
and more.
“Participating in the Kid Zone is an
important part of our presence at
the United Fresh Convention and
Expo, as we do sizeable business
with schools, partnering to ensure
children can access a variety of fresh
produce options as part of their
breakfast, lunch, supper, and snack
programs,” said Kent Ford, Director
of Sales, Taylor Farms Tennessee/
Taylor Farms Tennessee North and
a 2020 Kid Zone exhibitor. “Our
presence at the Kid Zone enables
Taylor Farms to showcase our
diverse array of fresh-cut produce,
pre-portioned produce snacks,
grab-and-go options, and fresh meal
solutions. With the Kid Zone also set
to target retail buyers looking for
kid-friendly produce snacks, we’re
anticipating a productive show.”

Commodity Resource
Center

Bonus opportunity:
Partner X-Change

Commodity boards play a critical
role in the produce industry,
providing information on production
and marketing, communicating
data on category trends and
business opportunities, and
promoting consumption. In the new
Commodity Board Resource Center,
retailers, wholesalers, foodservice
representatives, and produce
company representatives can visit
with multiple commodity boards to
learn about categories of interest
through discussion sessions hosted
by participants.

Before the trade show floor opens,
a limited number of attendees
and exhibitors can get a head
start on discussions in the return
of the popular retail/foodservice
matchmaking program Partner
X-Change. The program has
expanded this year, with up
to 35 slots, as the Retail and
Foodservice Partner X-Change. In
addition, United Fresh is adding a
matchmaking session focused on
C-suite operations, management,
and industry service providers as the
new Operations Partner X-Change,
offering a similar opportunity for
packaging companies, equipment
manufacturers, technology solutions,
and other service providers to
meet with their target customers in
15-minute sessions.

“Exhibiting in the new Commodity
Board Resource Center will
provide our organization with a
focused opportunity to connect
with produce buyers and our own
members—the shippers of leafy
greens—in an intimate environment,”
said April Ward, Communications
Director of the California Leafy
Greens Marketing Agreement.

“We’re excited about the new
Operations Partner X-Change as
a way to meet with companies
offering us new solutions,” said
Raina Nelson, Executive Vice
President of Business Development,
Renaissance Food Group, and Chair
of the United Fresh-Cut Processor
Board. “Members of our Fresh-Cut
Processor Board are looking forward
to connecting with our current and
prospective service partners in this
new format.”
To participate in these new
destinations, and to explore all
the United Fresh 2020 show floor
destinations, connect with United
Fresh through our website.
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
Oppy KeeWee
Sustainable Packaging

CLOSE

By Lilian Diep

W

alking through the
aisles, I love seeing
how colors and images
interact with each other across
fresh produce—and Oppy’s latest
KeeWee kiwifruit boxes sure made
my eyes pop! The fresh produce
grower, marketer, and distributor
partnered with CanePak to release
the new bagasse-based packaging
that isn’t just super cute but also
environmentally friendly.

Oppy’s innovative kiwifruit
container uses the byproduct
of sugarcane production, which
means there’s no impact on
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existing forest areas. The new
KeeWee packaging checks off
the sustainability box for today’s
conscientious consumer while also
touting an aesthetically pleasing
palette of brown and green, i.e., the
iconic kiwifruit colors. With a cut-out
right on the front, consumers can
easily feast their eyes on the great
quality in every kiwifruit, unobscured
by unnecessary plastic.

A cross between the kiwifruit and
the kiwi bird, Oppy has created a
new character that’s both easily
recognizable and memorable. To be
honest, the pun on which this plays
is what really hooked me. Shoppers
with children can rest assured
knowing that their youngsters have
a healthy snack while also piquing
their curiosity with a relatable
character.

The packaging also contains great
cross-merchandising value with
the addition of possible pairings
listed right on the front. And, let’s
not forget the adorable mascot!

Sustainable, healthy, and appealing
to the eye, Oppy has ticked off all
the boxes as well as given way for
more innovative ideas to come.

rePLANT CAPITAL

Robyn O’Brien,
Co-Founder and Director of Partnerships,
rePlant Capital
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T

he first step toward building
a future is realizing the story
of your past. I have heard this
often across different industries,
from artists and academics to tech
innovators. We may not all end up
where the tale of our lives took root, but
sometimes the wrench in the machine is
the gift we did not know we were waiting
for.

When Robyn O’Brien told me how her
life took a turn, I was both amazed at
where she had been, at a loss for what
her family went through, and inspired
by the way she saw potential tragedy as a
beacon of not only hope, but direction.
“When my youngest was almost one, she
had an allergic reaction to something in
the food she was eating. Suddenly, all
this amazing education and academic
knowledge that I had when I worked
in finance and the corporate world left
me feeling like I had no idea what I was
going to do now to protect my child. It
was very eye-opening and it felt like it
cut me down at the knees,” Robyn tells

me. “I realized there was a big gap in
what I knew as a mother and my ability
to protect my child.”
The experience was one that sent a
cascade of events into action. Robyn
started asking questions to anyone
who would listen and reached out to
different organizations for the answers
she could not seem to find. Some were
able to shed light on her fears, confusion,
and questions, and some became very
territorial, she shares. But, nowhere
could she find a central source that
talked about safety in the food chain in
the way she wanted to understand it.
It is not just parents that need access to
information, it is everyone who wants to
be informed, especially those who are
not making the food choices themselves
quite yet. We are teaching children how
to eat, shop, and decide on what to put
into their bodies.
“If a child was diagnosed with diabetes,
you’d get information. You wouldn’t have
to pay a membership fee,” she reflects.
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“But, at the end of the day, sickness is a
business for many.”
Robyn went on to start the non-profit
AllergyKids in an effort to answer her
own questions and, by extension, many
others’ as well.
“The goal of this non-profit was to help
families get basic information about
food allergies that they could share with
caregivers or preschools. At that point, in
2006, it was still one of those conditions
where people rolled their eyes and would
say that your child was simply sensitive,”
she says.
All these paths led Robyn to the one
that would help shape a new route for
her passion: to impact the health of our
world’s food supply chain.
Robyn is now a global speaker, bestselling author, researcher, and passionate
produce lover, leading a powerful force
that is guiding a food awakening among
consumers, corporations, and political
leaders as she seeks to rally support
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around creating a more secure and
smarter food system.
The niche she further occupies in our
industry that aligns with the goals
of many business owners is in her
role as Co-Founder and Director of
Partnerships for rePlant Capital, an
impact investment firm deploying
integrated capital from soil to shelf in
order to support American farmers and
reverse climate change.
The rePlant team is launching a Soil
Fund. The vision includes providing
scalable, innovative financing to farmers
who want to convert to organic and/
or regenerative practices—practices
that both build soil health and meet the
demands of 21st-century food companies
and consumers.
Before her days of helping growers
build a better food supply chain and
foundational practices that led to
organic growth, she was at the top of
her finance game having been recruited
by institutions like Enron and the oil
and gas industry. Robyn was a founding
team member of AIM/Invesco’s first
hedge fund of 100 million-plus dollars
and a team member on its 20-billiondollar Constellation Fund. Robyn
was also an advisor to Paul Hawken’s
Drawdown (published in April 2017)
and has advised startups, banks, and
multinationals, while working with
global CEOs and management teams
in the food industry. Today, she is also
the Founder of Do Good, a strategic
advisory firm, and AllergyKids
Foundation, which serves the one in
three children with allergies, asthma,
ADHD, and autism.

Right: Robyn enjoys taking a break
from world-saving projects and
finds a space to relax
Below Right: Robyn practices as
she plays—all the fresh fruit!

a healthy food economy. Engaging with
the fresh produce industry creates the
perfect opportunity for us to discuss
what initiatives we can create to impact
the supply chain and its far-reaching
potential with the consumer.”
rePlant Capital has cast its net far
and wide into the upper echelon of
visionaries to build its strong and diverse
member mix. From humanitarian
pacesetters and private equity gurus
to financial and tech luminaries, the
rePlant team offers incredible expertise
with philanthropic capital that the
company desires to bring to the supply
chain and challenge change to take
place.
“Only about one percent of our farmland
is organic, yet everybody is wanting
organic. What does this amount to? A
massive supply chain issue,” Robyn tells
me. “And for us, we recognize that not
only is it going to help growers, retailers,

Oh, how the book can turn the page for
you. But this page was truly written for
Robyn.
“It is my goal to change the way people
think about food. We need to focus on
restoring the health of American families
and the American farm economy. But
you can’t fix a broken food system
with a broken financial system. All
of the initiatives and the work that I
put my passion behind align with the
changing needs of American families,
farmers, and our food system,” Robyn
says. “The state of today’s consumer
knowledge around food and their access
to healthy options is critical to building
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Robyn’s daughter, Tory, has been
an inspiration for the business and
the whole family

and all of these different players in the
industry impact the supply chain, but
expand the supply chain quicker with
access to a lower cost of capital.”
Another huge part of the vision behind
rePlant is to build soil health—help it
become more robust, a better resource,
and a better tool for capturing carbon.
The company is helping to convert the
supply chain so that the industry, as it
tries to grow organic, can have access
to more affordable options here locally
in the U.S., to double-down on what
Robyn mentions.
“By investing in organic and building
soil health, we are able to play a role in
really tackling the climate challenges
that so many of us are facing. Healthy
soil serves as a powerful carbon sink
with its ability to capture carbon from
the atmosphere. Our goal has a wholistic
approach as we can impact food from
the soil all the way to—fingers-crossed—
shelf-facing consumer packaged goods
(CPG) product,” she shares. “As you go
from a conventional operating system
full of all these AgChem products to
regenerative organic, you’re building
soil health. And we can see that in the
microbiome of the soil. We can see that
in the nutrients. And we realized that if
you could measure that, and tie the loan
structure to soil health, you could create
a real incentive for a farmer to convert.
So, that’s what we’ve been able to do.
The loans are then tied to soil health.
The stronger those metrics are for soil
health, the lower the cost of capital.
We work with third party technical
assistance partners to help capture the
metrics. For us, we felt that it was really
important to align incentives, and I don’t
think anyone’s ever really done that—to
align the capital incentives with soil
health, success, and the outcome of the
farmer. For the consumer to win, the
farmer has to win, and that requires
healthy soil.”
From what Robyn tells me, a lot of
the conversations with farmers begin
like this: Robyn, I don’t have the
right relationships to convert from
conventional to organic. I don’t have
the expertise. I see my friends or the
guy down the road growing organic or
growing sustainably, but I really don’t
know where to start.
Robyn realized that not only could
the team offer this lower cost of capital

The O’Brien family including Colin, Tory,
Robyn, Robyn’s husband Jeff, Lexi, and
John

“It is my goal to change the way people
think about food. We need to focus on
restoring the health of American families
and the American farm economy.”
-Robyn O’Brien, Co-Founder and Director of Partnerships, rePlant Capital
because of its philanthropic dollars,
but they could change the way the
conversation happens around business
relationships.
“We are not running our operation
like a Wall Street company, meaning
that our philanthropic investments are
not demanding profit, profit, profit.
Companies will have way less pressure
on them to drive these quarterly returns
and can instead focus on the growing
at hand,” Robyn notes. “One of the
most important pieces is the 20 years
I’ve had with the food industry and the
relationships there, which have enabled
me to go back to the CPG companies—
companies like Danone, or Applegate, or
General Mills—and say, ‘Look, we know
that you guys are looking to tap into a
greater supply chain for regenerative and
organic. Let’s work together to address
this bottleneck. Come in as a guaranteed
buyer for the farmer to mitigate his or
her risk while we provide that low cost of
capital on the front end.’”
Playing this out from the soil to the
shelf is not the only expanse that
Robyn envisions covering. For her, it
is important for the growers they work

with to see down the legacy line and
have the ability to build a succession
plan. The older generation is realizing it
has to start learning about regenerative
organic practices if it wants the younger
generation to engage. It is a seed
we plant that will not only be sown
tomorrow, but for decades and families
to come.
Robyn’s vision is a complex and
multifaceted approach, with hurdles
and risks inherent to any dream and to
any story that is determined to affect
change—it requires teamwork.
But words like multifaceted and complex
are words I love. They have layers and
muscle, are a beacon for the determined,
and describe adaptability and infinite
possibilities. The goal is to find a person
to own such words and infuse them with
passion. To plant a seed and help it grow.
Robyn is that rare breed of animal, with
seed in hand and a heart to help plant
the evolution.
Complex, multifaceted, passionate, and
all.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Mucci Farms Smuccies™
Sweet Strawberries

?

{ what the fork }

S T R AW B E R R I E S A N D C R E A M V EGA N C H E E S EC A KE
I NG R E DI E N T S
crust

1½ cups Mucci Farms Smuccies™ Sweet
Strawberries, stems removed
1½ cups toasted unsalted almonds
¾ cup gluten free oats
1 cup soft dates
¼ tsp ground cinnamon
¼ cup coconut sugar
¼ tsp salt
¼ cup vegan butter, melted

1
2
3

strawberry jam

2 ½ cups chopped Mucci Farms Smuccies
Sweet Strawberries
¼ cup water
1 tsp fresh lemon juice
filling

454 g medium-firm tofu, quartered
2½ cups vegan cream cheese
⅓ cup coconut cream
Seeds from 1 vanilla bean
1 tbsp fresh lemon juice
¼ cup pure maple syrup
¼ tsp salt
2 tsp vanilla extract
Whole Mucci Farms Smuccies Sweet
Strawberries, for garnish
Prep Time: 20 min
Chill Time: 4 hrs
Servings: 6-8
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DI R E C T ION S
In a food processor, pulse together almonds, oats, cinnamon, coconut sugar, and salt
into a medium fine crumb. Add dates and melted butter into dry mixture until fully
combined.
Press in 1 cup of the crumb mixture to coat the bottom of a 9" springform pan. Press
the remaining crumb mixture up along the sides of the pan. Lay the strawberries, cut
side down, in a circle on top of the crumb. Place in the fridge until ready to use.
In a small sauce pot over medium high heat, gently boil chopped strawberries, lemon
juice, and water for 20-25 minutes or until thickened and jam coats the back of your
spoon. Use a fork to mash out any lumps. Place in a small bowl and cool in the fridge
until ready to use.

4

In a food processor, blend tofu, cream cheese, coconut cream, vanilla bean seeds,
lemon juice, maple syrup, and salt until smooth. Reserve 2 cups of filling in a medium
mixing bowl. Stir in 2 tsp of vanilla extract into reserved filling; set aside.

5

Spoon the remaining filling into another mixing bowl and fold in strawberry jam
until fully incorporated.

6
7

Remove chilled crust from the fridge. Spread strawberry cream cheese mixture over
strawberries. Place into the freezer to set for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, spread
reserved vanilla cream cheese mixture over strawberry cream and put back in freezer
to fully set, about 4 hours.
Garnish with Mucci Farms Smuccies Sweet Strawberries. Serve chilled.
Tip: For easier cake slicing, warm a knife under hot water to help with slicing.

To learn more about Mucci Farms, visit www.muccifarms.com

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at
Starr Ranch® Recyclable
Organic Apple Box

CLOSE

By Melissa De Leon Chavez

T

he noble clamshell
has paved the way for
innovation and multipurposeness in our
industry, but could this pioneer
now be passing the torch? Newer
options continue to emerge,
seeking to answer a call for ecoconsciousness and the next step in
packaging.
Entering the sustainability ring
is Starr Ranch’s new recyclable
box, made special for its organic
apple offerings. Introduced to
mitigate plastics in the company’s

packaging, specifically clamshells,
the new launch blends the past’s
cartons and crates with the future’s
demand for increased reusability.
Before technology and plastics,
woods and papers were the way of
our industry. Now, with the vision
hindsight affords us, Starr Ranch is
utilizing the best of those materials
with the best of its research and
development capabilities. But, this
box is not the first sustainable
package the company offers—it’s
the latest.

Starr Ranch also recently introduced
an organic pouch bag that reduced
the amount of plastic it needed
while still providing the food safety
and portability consumers seek in
bagged fruit options.
As fashion, function, and hope
for the future continue to come
together to shape our industry’s
offerings, Starr Ranch is sure to be
one apple of our eye.
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Get the best tasting
citrus of the summer.
Our easy-to-peel, seedless varieties
from South Africa have a superior,
sweet flavor that shoppers love.
AVAILABLE IN US STORES JUNE – OCTOBER.

VISIT SUMMERCITRUS.COM/IMPORTER-CONTACTS
TO CONTACT AN IMPORTER TODAY!

